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ABSTRACT
Disruptive elementary age students were trained in specific
contingency management skills in an attempt to alter their respective
physical education teachers' direct behavior.  The Martinek―Zaichkowsky
Self―Concept Scale was adm■n■stered to the chi■dr n to dete.Щ■n  whether
their self―concepts would be affected in any way by the instruction and
practice in the contingency ・nnnagel ent skillso  All of the students chosen
were identified as be■ng disruptive by the■r respective ph s■cal education
teachers.  A tota■of 40 elementary age students and four phys■cal
education teachers from four schools in the lthaca, New York area
participated in the study.  The students were randomly assigned, 20 to
the treatment group and 20 tO the contro■ groupo  The students in the
treatment group met with the investigator in a room separate from the
classrooIIt for l hour per week for 8 weeks to rece■ve ■nstruction ■n specific
contingency management skillso  The students ■n the contro■group met w■th
the investigator for the same amount of tine as did theistudents in the
treat■ent grouP, but they didl not receive any ■nstruc ion‐in the specific
contingency IIlanagement skills.  Pretestihg and Posttesting per■ods w re
undertaken through the use of the'D,adic Adaptation of CAFIAS (DAC) to
assess the behaviors bf the subjects and thrbugh the use of the Mhrtinek―
Zaichkowsky Self―Concept Scale to measure the studentsl self―conceptse  A
multivariate analysis of covariance was run on the posttest scores of the
10 DAC var■ables w■th the pretest scores as covar■ates to dete mine
whether significant covariate effects existedo  The pretest scoreS Were
disregarded when no sign■fica t covar■ate effects were found, and a
multivar■ate analys■s of var■ance was used to dete.ul■ne significant
differences in teacher and student behaviors between the two groups.
ISlgniflcant behavioral dlfferences between Ehe treatment and control grouP
I
were found through this analysis. I The varlables of teacher questioning;
teacher acceptance of studentst ideas, feelings, and actions; and teacher
praise contributed over 75% to the dlfferences between the groups in the
dlscriminant function analysis. An analysls of varlance showed
significant differences on 8 of the 10 DAC variables at the .05 leve1 of
signiflcance. Ihe treatment group had significantly better scores on
teacher praise, teacher acceptance, teacher quesEionlng, and student
I
Lnterpretive response, and significantly lower scores bn teacher direetion,
teacher criticism, student predictabl-e response, and student lnltiated
behavior.  The resu■ts of these tdsts led to the rejection of the first
null hypothes■s that there would be nO sign■ficant ifferences in the ditect
behavior of the physical educatiorl teachers between the group of students
who received instruction in the colntingenty unnagement skills and the group
of students who did not receive intstruction in the contingency.nanagement
skills" An analysis of covariance r{as,perforned on.the.studentsr ;total
posttest self-conceilt scores from the IZSCS, with the pretest scores as
covariates. Significant covariate effects existed, and a signlficant
differenee was found between the treatment and conErol groups on thei-
studentst total scores with the pretest scores accounted for. Univariate
analyses of covariance were run on each of Ehe five factors of the sel-f-
I
concept from the I{ZSCS, which founh a significant difference in favor of
lthe treatment group on the first factor, -satisfaction and happiness, when
I
the pretest scores were acco.rntea lfor. These tests led to the rejection
I
of the second null hypothesis whic[r stated that there would be no
significant differences'rbetween the self-concept scores of the students
cornprising the treatment group who received instruction in the contingency
I
|
mrnagerDent skLlls and the 
"a.rd.rral comprlslng the control group who did
Inot recelve lnstruction ln the contingency nanagernent skills.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Most investigations centered on educat.ion have focused on the
teacherrs contributions to the intefactlon process, rather than the
studentrs contribuEions. This is qrobably due to the fact that in many
classrooms throughout our schools t'oday the teacher is at the center of
authority and dominance, someti-mes l..r"r, ,toroting a restrictive type of
I
atrnosphere. Consequently, studentl becone unwillingly dependent on the
I
teacherrs control and may exhibit rincooperative and inappropriate behavior
I
to resist that control. For this J.."or,, more attention should be focused
I
on the contribution of the studentlto the learning process.
Brophy and Good (1974b) stated that very little research has focused
I
on the individual student. Allard l(1979) advocated the need for research
Iinto teacher interactions w-ith individual sEudents in physical educatlon
Iclasses. He nofed that the generality of results obtained from observational
systems which assess interaction patterns.of the whole class tend to
overlook the differential teacher behaviors directed tovrards individual
students. "According to Good and Brophy (1970), the teacher behaviors of
ipraise, criticisn, acceptance'of students' feelings, and:use of studentsr
ldeas are more eorruonly directed toward individual pupils rather than
toward the class as a whole. It wJs for the aforementioned reasons that
I
Ithe present study focused on dyadic interaction patterns, or the patterns
t-
of interaction transpiring between a teacher and an individual student.
At present the effect of stud」nt influence on teacher behav■or ■s
_“」‐
largely unexplained because of the few studies compleEed srithin this realm.
According to Jenkins and Deno (1969), Klein (1971), Sherman and Cormier
:i::l)le][lellik[[la]:irilil:[n:::6il:7]luliltirilthiI:7:lew[i:・[v[imodify
I
further and stated that students caln rnodify their teachersr direct behavior
to a more lndirect manner.
It was Flanders (1960) who said that direct teacher behavior is the
behavior dominated by the teacher that discourages studentsr freedom. As
also cited by Flanders (1960), indirect teacher behavlor encourages freedom
of action by al-lowing for a greater' amount of student initiation because
the teacher stimulates Bore questiJning and is more willing to accept the
I
studentrs ldeas. Evidence that thd self-concept of the child is related
Ito this freedom available within the environnent of the school was
provlded by Canfield and Well-s (1976), Martinek (1976), Purkey (1970),
Viglione (L977), and Yamamoto (L972). According to them, allowing for an
- environment in which the student is free to nake his/her own decisions will
enhance the child's self-concept. i
I
Because the chil-d spends bo mrich time in school, the type of
envlronmenc that the school providds will have a definite.effect on the
childrs self-concept" This contention is supported in the writings of
Havighurst, Robinson, and Dorr (1965), Hughes (1964), Martinek and
Zaichkowsky (L977), Perkins (1965), Purkey (1970), and Staines (1965).
This study \.Ias based upon the ipremise that the type of behavior that
teachers exhibit toward their 
"trrdJrrt" will have an influence on their
i
studentsr self-concepts. The infltience may be a positive, neutral, or
I
negative effect on the child's self-concept, dependent upon the teacherfs
I
behavior I
―
―
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It was the contention of the investigator in this study that if
|
le■r students, as is ■ost often the
二 wil■ be increas■ngly difficult for
:ledi:][:[:i[eciliilei°al[V[:i[n tl[al::Is iliiCili[itio llt:letillir hand,
physica■ education teacher.s "direct" behavior disp■ay d toward then to
a more indirect nature, as was accimp・iShed by Doenges (1976)and Pratt
(1975), then the child's self―conc pt mny be enhanced.  It was the
investigator's decis■on to includela measure of the child's self―c ncept
|
due to the supporting ev■dence thal indirect teaching patterns afford ■ore
|
freedon to the student (F■anders, 1960)and that this freedom provided by
the teacher to the student within the c■assroom aids in the development
of a hea■thy self―concept (Canfield & We■ls, 1976.3 Martinek, ■976; Purkey,
19703 Vigl■one, 19773 Yamn■Oto, ■972).
Scope of Problem
The purpose of this study was to`dete.Шine if ・・disruptiv "
e■ementary age children could alter their phys■cal education teachers'
"direct" behavior through the use of specific contingency management
skills in an attempt to enhance thご child's self―co pt.
A total of 40 elementhry studёllts in the lthaca, New York area
were selected for participation in this studyo  All of the students
selected were identified by their respective physical education teachers
|
as being disruptive.  The subjectslwere rando■ly assigned, 20 students
to the treatment group and 20 to t卜e COntrol gr up.  The treatment
grOup received 8 hours of instruction in Specific contingency management
skills.  The control group took palt in indoor games and craft activities
(Cox, 1962) for the same amount ofitineo  A multivariate analysis
Iof covariance and an analysis of cbirarlance' using pretest scores
I
as the covariates, vrere used to t{st for signlficant differences
I
the two groups for the assessmentiof teacher-student interaction
self-concept scores, resPectlvely.r
Statement of Problen
between
and
It was the purpose
elementary age students
skills could alter their
behavior.
of this stludy to determine if disruptive
I
who were taught specific contingency menagement
resPectilre physical education teachert i "direct"
It was also the intent of this study to determine the effects of the
learning of these contlngency nanagement skills on the child's self-concePt.
Nul-l HyPotheses
For the purpose of this inves,tigation, there are two nu1l hypotheses"
gne is that there will be no signiliicant differences between the students
I
comprising the treatuent group whol received instruction in the specific
contingency managem'ent skills and ltne Stuaents comprising the control group
rvho did not receive instruction in the specific contingency Elanagement
I
skilLs in their effects on the "di'rect" behaviors of their physical
education teachers.' The other null hypothesis is that there will be no
significant differences betvreen the self-concept" scores of the students
comprising the treatment group whol'received instruction in the speeific
I
contingency management skills and iths self-concept scores of the students
comprising the control group who did not receive instruction in the
I
specific contingency managemerrt 
"ilil1s.I
Assumpti.ons of Study
For the purposes of this lnvelstigation, the following assumptlons
have been made:
|
|
|
f
c■assroo■.
|
2.   The cOding Of the DyadiclAdaptaliI:)°
iMil[li[iSi li][:]ii°]978)ずladI♂ rteraCFTh証"下7..… … .
1. If students tere taught to Practice speclflc contingency
Danagement skills, they could contribute positive-feedback to the
during the videotaped class sessions would yield valid data to tesf
the hypothesis.
3.   Eight weeks of instructiin was an adequate amount of time to
learn and practice the spec■fic coltingency mnnagement skills and to
affeCi. hes[:::::i::it ilfiCi[:[li!::: aspect of a ChildlS perSOnality・
5.   The children responded hlneStly to the test items.
Definiti6■ of Tdrms
|
The follow■ng te..us were operltionallゾ d fined for the purposes of
this investigation:
■.   The Dyadic Adaptation of CAFIAS (DAC):  The coding of the
■nteractions betWeen the teacher and a s■ngle student or a small group of
no ■ore than four students.
2.   Direct teacher behavior.: Infofmntion―giving, direction―giving,
and student criticism exhibited by the teacher.
3. Indirect teacher behavioi. Acceptance of students' feelings,
accepting or using students' ideas,j p.ri"irrg and'encouraging the student,
I
and asking questions. i
I4. Disruptive behavior. Any behavior that is considered to be
I
undesirable for effective learningland functioning in society.
I
5. Contingencv management. la tectrnique of changing behavior by
I
controlling and altering the relationships between the occurrence of a
response, the response itself, and the reinforclng consequence.
6. . A nonverbal
' lnstrument deslgned to measure the self-concept of children ln the flrst
through the eighth grades.
7. Self-Concept. "The sum
himself." This includes perceptions of social, intellectual, behavioral,
Iphysical, and emotional attributes which an individual has of hinself
I
I
' (M".tinek, 1976, p. 6). 
i
Delimitations of Studv
The following decisions served as deli.mitations of this investigation:
1. Only second- third- and fourth-grade students from four
I
I
elementary schools in the Ithaca, New York area served as subjects for
this study"
¨… …… Ⅲ…       '          
一
   . .         ・  …… IⅢ…ⅢⅡⅢⅢ
―
……… …  …      .  .       1                   - ¨, ・     ・ ……     … ……………―
|
total vie、7 which an individual has of
2" Only t hour per week for
training in this investigation.
b period of 8 rveeks was used for
3. Only specific contingency nanagement skills were used for the
tralning in this study.
4. DAC, a uodification of CAFIAS, was the only interaction analysis
system used in this investigation.l
I
5. The MZSCS rvas the only m'easure of self-coricePt used in thls
investigation.
I
The limitations of this studyj lrere as follows:
t1. The findings refer only io second- third- and fourth-grade
students from four elementary schools in the Ithaca, New York area.
2. A different amount of in'struction time in the=contingency
|
management skills may obta■n diffelen  findings.
――         ・     .¨Ⅱ             '     J  …T・~'・~―――――・・         ・ ・・―――――・中… 1  . ● ●~    ‐¨・
「
―
3. The use of a differerit contingency management skills program
might produce dlfferent results"
4. Ihe findings may only be valld when DAC is used.
5" The findings related'to self-concept may onLy be valid for
comparison when the MZSCS is used as the measuring instrument.
IIChapter 2
I
REVIEW OF REI.ATED LITERATURE
I
The review of literature of thls investigation has its concentratlon
I
in the foll-owing areas: (a) continlency management and disruptive
behavior, (b) student influence on ,teacher behavior, (c) interaction
analysis and dyadic interaction, (d) problems in self-concePt measurenent'
(e) self-concept measures for c,hildren, and (f) factors influential in
self-concept development. 
,
Contingency ManagemenC and Disruptive Behavior
According to Darst (1979), 
"oJairgency management is a system focused
on managing Ehe Eorivation of dtud!r.". Darst (1979) defined a
contingency as 'ts relationship io.ar.l."r, a behavior and the consequence of
I
the behavior" (p. 81). As cited by Rushall and Siedentop (1972),
I
"Contingency manag€rnert+ ls a techn]Oue for controlling and altering
Ibehavior" (p. 175). 
I
I
Teachers in the last 12 years thave been affording a greater amount of
I
attention to the use of contingenci_nanagement in their classrooms.
Madsen, Becker, and Thomas (1968) Jdrrtiorr.a that many teachers have been
successful in reducing disruptive J.h.rior in their clas'srooms through the
implementation of various contingency management techniques' Rushall and
Siedentop (L972) pointed out ttrat'any prograrrwhich uses contingency
management should include the following: (a) the contingencies should be
fair and clearly stated, (t,) student behavlors must be defined in
observable and measurable terms, (c) the terminal or final performance mu5t
I
be specified clearly, (d) only theltareet performance should be reinforced,
____」___
|and
can
(e) performances should b. arr"lrged ln a progressl-on so that students
t-
experience success quiekly and then proceed to more difflcult tasks.
iDarst (1979) developed two contingency management learning systems
I
which were utilized with several physical educaElon student teachers.
I
One was implemented at the 
.elementafly 1evel with a gymnastlcs unit and the
I
other at a junior high school with h skin diving unit. Darst (1979)
I
reported the following advantages of the project: (a) the students knew
I
exactly what was expected of them; l(b) the students seemed highly
I
motivated; (c) provision was made for a chaLlenge as well as experienced
success; (d) students were able to lprogr.ss at their own rate and choose
I
the order of activities; (e) studenrts were forced to accePt a degree'of
I
responsibility for ldarning; and (fD the unit format increased the
I
teacherrs time spent as an agent of;'feedback. Also noted by Darst (1979)
was that the proper implementation of contingency managemenE learning
systems can improve studentst and teachersr attitudes towards the
teaching/learning process
F.:rpandi.ng the original use of contingency management techniques to
encompass many types of reinfoJcement vrere Rushall and Siedentop (Lg72).
Points, tokens, material reinforcers' gradi:s,'and time to engage in
favorite activities were all usbd 
"],r"""""frrlly by Rushall and Siedentop
(L972).
Rushall and Pettinger (1969) donpared'three tyPes of positive
reinforcers and-a control conditioJ ao determine their effect on work
volume in swirmters"
candy, and money.
attempt to improve
period. They found
I
The three typd" of rer,rards were coachest attention,
Coaches used thdse as positive reinforcements in'an
I
Ithe number of ldps of swimming completed in a 56-minute?．?
．
‥ IN
I
l-^---- 
-: --r cr---!1-- .!---^--^.r
I
I
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perfoェlllance over coaches' attention and a control condition.
A series of studies (Becker, Mhdsen, Arnold, & ThOmas, 19673 11五dsen,
Becker, & Thomas, 1968; Thomas, Becker, & ALШStrOng 1968)used COntingency
mnnagement techniques by systematically varying the behavior of elementary
school teachers ■n an attempt to reduce disruptive student behavior.
Thomns et al. (1968) found that diSruptive behaviors increased each time
teacher approval was withdrawn。 lJhen the teacher's disappro,ing behaviors
were tripled, increases appeared in the rate of disruptive behav■or.       ・
Thomas et al。 (1968)concluded that teachers can actually "create"
prOblems ■n the classroo■ by controlling the ways ■  which theyfrespond to
their pupils.
In a study conducted by Becker et ali (1967), five Classroom teachers,
each w■th two problem children in his/her class, were instructed to follow
a program that involved pra■s■18 appropr■ate classroom behav■ors and
ignoring disruptive classroomもehav■ors.  It was reported that ■ost Of the
problem children showed remarkable ■mprovem nts ■n classroom behav■or from
the contingency・■anagement program.
Certain contro■s were lacking in the'Becker et al。 (1967)study Which
Madsen et al。 (1968)atteIIlpted to correct.  According to Madsen et a■.
(■968), teaChers in Beckёis et al。(1967) study wete participating in a
behavior theory seminar during the collection of baseline data.  Some
children ■mproved dur■ng baseline, probably because some teacherS applied
what they were learning from the semindr.  Also stated by Madsen・et al.
ヽ
(1968)was that Becker et al。 (1967)did not record teacher behavior under
all experimental conditions.  卜radsen et al. (1968)attempted to deal Ⅵi h
these problems.  Two children from a second grade class and one child from
a kindergarten class, all‐c ons■dered to have behav■or problems, were
????‐ ‐‐
11
selected as the target children in lhe Madsen et al. (1968) study.  The
:lili[elel[i[r[iSi[I]liiirw[le ll::iie[:id[]:; ih:a[]p[[:i[i[k:。n ][ l S
of the teachers ■ntroduc■ng rules, lra■s.ng approlr■ate behav■ors, and
|
ignoring inappropriate behaviorsc  γt dSen et al. (1968)concluded that
rules alone exerted little effect on classroo■ behav■or.  A cυmbination of
ignoring inappropriate behavior and praising appropriate behavior was
found to be very effective ■n achiev■ng better classroo■ behav■or.
Reducing disruptive behavibr at the‐el mentary leve■w s also of
interest to 17hitley and Su■zer (1970), whO attempted to he■p a fourth―g ade
teacher deal with the disruptive be卜avior Of One lrale student.  The student
|
had difficulty staying seated a,d fFequently sPoke w■thout perm■ss■on.  The
ti[ihi[ I[ial][ir[[i[:: ilrililei°
ii:pi]iinilfiler[:[:l:i: ::[。
Chilin°nly
lbserved, the teacher was told to
hit■ey and Sulzer's (1970) findings
revealed that'the student's behav■o卜 improved substantia■■y, show■ng a
decrease in disruptive behav■or alolng w・th an ■ncrease in desiFable .
behav■or.  They also mentioned :thatl he■r study has■mplications to
elementary teachers because it bro‖ides them w■t, a general procedure for
dealing with other classrooIIl problens.
A■so supporting the procedure of contingency IIlanagement in education
were Thompson, Brassell, Persons, Tucker, and Rollins (1974)who trained
14 teachers to use a contingency menagelnent programo  Emphasis was placed
on re■nforcement of appropr■ate classrooIIl behav■ors w ile ignor■ng
disruptive behav■or.  Teachers Were urged tO pra■se th  s udents ■lllulediately
|
following any appropriate behaviorl.  Their data clearly showed that changes
L2
occurred in the childrenfs tetariJr. The children from the experirirental
I
.and control groups showed siuilar lb.hr.rio." at the pretest; however, during
I
the posttest period, childreniin t,he experimental group were half as
dLsruptive as the control group and almost 5O"l more involved in assigned
tasks. A11 teachers in the experimental group reported on the posttest
that their classes were more manageable. Thompson et al. (L974) concluded
that contingency management works puell for many teachers.
I
Related to the Thompson .t 
"l-1. Og74) study was an investigation by
IRoll-ins, McCandless, Thompson, andi Brassell (L974) undertaken ln an inner-
Icity area. A total of 30 inner-city public school teachers were trained
Ito use positive behavior contihgenbies for an entire academic year with a
total of 730 Afro-American pupils lrom the first through the eighth grades.
In all of the classrooms, disruptive behavior dropped a significant amount
and task involvement increasedl The results also indicated that 912 of
the children in the project improved in reading, whereas, only 727" of the
I
control children improved. Besided their conclusi.on that contingency
I
management works well for nost inndr-city teachers, therte were also many
side benefits noted, such as higheJ Eeacher morale, few if'any disciplinary
1
referrals by teachers to principald, and improved relations between school
personnel and the conrmunity. l,
i'Ryan (1976) impleuented a schJol-wide behavior modification program
based on contingency management principles to reduce disruptive student
behavior. The subjects were predominantly black students in the first
through the sixth grades. The ar"iar"na consisted of behavior modification
ithrough the use of positive reinforcers. Disruptive behaviors were
I
recorded daily and tabulated every i10Eh day to provide 17 observation
periods.  An opin■o na■re was ad■■listered to a1l sch。。l personnel at the
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conclusion of the school year, *riln revealed agreement among staff
I
.members as to the success of the p:fogram, lmprovemenE of student behavior,
I
and motivation of student behavio.lUv tt. reward incentives. Increased
I
Peer suPPort for positive student behavior, increased student respect for
I
school personnel, and parent support for the program were also reported by
Ryan (1e76). 
I
I
Barrish, saunders, and l.Iolf rigz:l investigated the effects of a
I
classroom behavior nanagement technique designed to reduce disruptive
I
classroom behavior. Out-of-seat arid talking-out behaviors were studied in
a fourth-grade class that included several "problem children." The
students were divided into two teams, ahd each out-of-seat and talking-out
resPonse by a child resulted iri a mark being placed on the chalkboard,
which meant a possible loss of privileges for every member of the studentrs
I
team. The privileges were event" ..it i"f, are available in almost every
classroom, such as extra recess, rir"t to line up for lunch, gettlng a
Idrink of water, or stars and na-rne i.t:. The game significantly rnodifled
the studentst out-of-seat and t"ftJrrg-out,behaviors. A simiLar study was
successfully undertaken by McA11i3der, stachowiak, ,Baer, and conderman
I(1973) at the secondary school levdl.
The effects of loud and 
"ort J"primands on disruptive child.ren were
of interest to orl,eary, Kaufman, *J"",. and Drabman (1973). Tno childrenl.in each of five classes were select'ed for a four-month study because of
their high rates of disruptive u"trrlrior. Alnbst arl reprimands by the
I
teacher were found to be of a loud l.a,rt" during collection of baseline
data. A second phase of the study tvas undertaken, in which teachers were
asked to use soft reprimands which could be heard only by the child being
reprimanded. This was effective in decreasing the frequency of disruptive
behavior in most of the children. I t.rt
to the loud reprilrland, and a consどquent
was observed. The teachers rdere aisked
again dlsruptive behavior decreased.
L4
the teachers"hrere asked to reEurn
increase in disruptlve behavior
to again use soft reprlmands, and
Young (1974) investigated the effect of reinforcement contingencies
on behavior and ski1I acquisitior,'o, second-grade children in a physlcal
education class: Placheck, an.obslervation and recording of the appropriate
I
behavior of a class at a specif,ic tir", was the recording technique used.
During the study there qTere two ,.rl"rr"r,aions on behavior in the form of
"behavior games." students were dlvided into two teams within the class,
i
and lt was emphasized that both grbups could win points each time a horn
I
sounded and every member of the grlrp was behaving appropriately. The
I
team that won the most Points rf,as Awaiiled an additional physical education
!
period at the end of each week. young (L974) found that appropriate
behavior in the gymnasium was increased due to the reinforcement
contlngenby.
I
Student InfluAnce,on Teacher Behavior
There have been a number of sludies (Doenges, 1976; Gage, 1963; Klein,
IL97L; Pratt , L975; sherroan & corrniAr , Lg74; Tucloan & orlver, 196g) that
have demonstrated that students do]ror".r to influence teacher behavior.
Teacher behavior can be i.nfluencea lir, " positive direcrion by trainingt.
students systematically to behave in positive hrays toward their teachers
or through the use of students, *.laa"r, feedback to their teachers.
i
ca89 (1963) and Tuckman and oliver (1968) explored aspects of srudenr
influence on teachers by investigating the results of various types of
studentst writren feedback to teachers. rn Gagers (1963) study, pupirs
filled out an opinionnalre condisting of L2 Ltems describlng their actual
?
―?―
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teacher and the same 12 items descrlblng their I'best irnaginablet'teacher.
.Only teachers in the experimental group receLved the feedback which
consisted of thelr pupilsr opinions of them as teachers. Results
indicated that the teachers in, the, experinental group changed in the
direction of pupilst "ideals" fiore, than did those teachers in the control
grOup.  Tuckman and 01iver (1968)とsed student ratings tO determine changes
ln teacher behavior and found that I teachers changed their behavior
positively according to suggestionS received from their students.
I
Jenkins and Deno (1959) i.,vesligated how stud.ent classroom behaviors
I
influenced teacher self-evaluationl. I\oenty teachers were randomly
I
assigned to either a positive feedtack condition group or a negative
feedback conditi.on group. rn the $ositive group, 
"t,ra"rrts act]a
Iinterested and enthused about the i.esson. Students in the negative group
acted aPathetic and disinterested. I ea the conclusion of the lesson,
i[]ili:Saiili[i:°li9]91u[:iiin[]i:|:[:[i[:lilic[lilig ii[::il[ni[:iback
thought teaching was more enjoyabld and felt that they were more effecti-ve
l"than did teachers receiving negative sttident feedbaik.
Sherman and'Cormier (Lg74) sele'cted an eleilentary school teacher with
two problem behavior children from an uppeir socioeconomic area for their
study to examine the effect student behavior had on teacher behavior. Wtren
the problem students stopped.uding inappropriate classroom behaviors
(talking, leaving seat without permission, and not paying attention) and
started using appropriate behavio."' ,rortowing instructions and paying
I
attention) the teacherrs behavior doward the students changed accordingly.
I
This study clearly shOws ev■dence that students pOssess reinforcing
properties for teachers and that*students shOuld be tra■ned to be effective
―
?
?
?
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students.
1
l‐
group received 10 hours of training
I
skills. Doenges (1976) concluded t
.in specific contingency management
i,hat the students trained in the
■6
l
Ttre improveoent by Pratt (197i) on Sherman and Cormierrs (L974) study
I
was threefold. First of all, the Sherman and Cormier (L974) sEudy used
only two students and one teacher,,whereas, the Pratt (1975) study
consisted of 42 students from the classrooms of 14 teachers. Seven
l
additlonal teachers couprised the tontrol group. Secondly, Sherman and
I
Cormier (L974) chose subjects fronlan upper socioeconomic area as opposed
Ito the low socioeconomic area chos?, Uy Pratt (1975). And findlly, Sherman
I
and Cormier (L974) used tangible r6wards which, when removed from a student,
I
caused negative behaviors to increise. Pratt (1975) felt that it would be
more practical to eurploy more natulaf refrrforcement, such as praise and
support from the teacher, since tangible rewards cannot be kept up
Iindefinitely. In his study, Pratt [ (1975) attempted to determine whether
I
it was possible to train children *no tr"a negative effects on their teacherts
tbehavior in a eonstructive way. Students were trained to praetice specific
coumunication skills in ah attempt'to contribute positively to the
classroom. Pratt (1975) rras successful i.n demonstrating that these
students influenced their t"""ti"t" 1to behave more indirectly or positively.
IThis evidence was further supported in a study conducted by Doenges (1976)
I
who attempted to alter the "direct'] behavior of elementary physical
I
education teachers by training disr:uptive elemenEary age students in
Ispecific contingency management skills. A total of 60 elementary age
students from 10 elementary schools' in Ithaca, New York, were selected for
Doengest (L976) study. Both the control and treatment groups had three
students from each of the 10 eleurentary schools. Students in the treatment
¬
~
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contingency management skills influenced their teachers' "direct" behavior
to a ■ore indirect nature.  CAFIAS was the observational tool used by b6th
Doenges (1976)and Pratt (1975) to asSess teacher behavior.
A different approach from the aforementioned studies was an exper■ment
Conducted by K■ein (197■) in whiCh, upon a given signal, graduate and
undergraduate students from 24 college classrooms were ■nstructed to
behave either positively or negatively.  Positive behaviors by the students
■ncluded s■■ling, looking at the teacher attentively, and answer■ng the
teacher's questions qu■ckly and correct■y.  Negative student behav■ors
■ncluded frown■ng, ■ooking out the window, and talking w■th classmates.
The teacher's verbal behav■ors were t pe recorded and the nonverbal
behaviors were coded by student observers.  The data revealed that teacher
behavior was positive (indirect)when the students behaved Positively and
negative (direct)when the students behaved negative■y.
Interaction Ana■ys■s and Dyadic lnteraction
As indicated by A■lard (1979), こduCationa■ researchers have been、
investigatins the interactions that occur between teachers and students in
こlassrooms for al■ost 50 years.  The process of interaction ana■y is
describes what behaviors transPire between the teacher and the students
ソ
through the uti■ization of a particular observationa■ system.
According to Charles (1972), the ■OSt Widely used interactiOn
analysis system was developed by F■an rs (■960). Flanders' Interaction
Analysis System (FIAS)has been used in educational settings t6 observe and
code the verba■interaction that occurs between a teacher and the students.
The systeln div■ded teacher behav■or ■nto two categOr■es, indirect and
direct.  Indirect teacher behavlor (in the fO・11l of acceptance of student
ideas, praise and encouragement, and questioning)enCOurages the student's
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freedom by allowing for student creativity and inltiative. Direct teacher
behavior (in the form of lecturing, givlng directions, or criticizing)
restricts student behavior, and consequently, his/her freedom.
Cheffers (1979) believed FIAS to be impractical for use in physical
education classes because of tire three following najor linitations: (a)
1t was only concerned with verbal behaviors, (b) it viewed the tedcher as
the sole teaching agent, and (c) it"only allowed the coding of the class
structure as one whole unit. Itaving the desire to describe physical
education classes with a greater degree of sensitivity, Cheffers (1979)
modified FIAS and developed his own system called Cheffersr Adaptation
of Flandersr Interaction Analysis System (CAFIAS). It provided for the
coding of both verbal and nonverbal dinensions of behavior, various
teaching agencies, and various class structures (see Appendix A).
Going one step further were Martinek and Mancini (1978), who posed
the question, t'But what about the interaction of the teacher and a single
'studenf?" (p. a). They contended that many of the interactions between
the teacher and a particular student are overlooked, and that an important
direction of teacher influence is behavior displayed toward individual
students. this necessitated a further adaptation of CAFIAS, from which
emerged the Dyadic Adaptation of CAFIAS (DAC). The coding procedures are
basically the same as in CAFIAS, except that the only interaction that is
coded is that which takes place between the teacher and a single student
or a small group of no more than four students.
A number of researchers (Brophy & Good, 1970; Crowe, L979; Martinek,
L979; Martinek & Johnson, L979) have utilized dyadic interaction systems
to,investigate teacher expectation effects. These studies have their
ioots in the research of Rosenthal and Jacobson (1968), which illuminated
― ―
・
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the self-fulfilling prophecy. The meaning of this prophecy is, basically,
,that if a teacher expects a particular student to perform well and begins
acting toward that student in certain ways, the student Eay live up to the
teacher's expecEation and may actually fulfill the prophecy of being a
high achiever. Likewise, if a teacher does not expect much out of a
student, this influences the studentrs perforruance negatively. Stated
sinply, students tend to behave as they are expected to behave.
Few teachers attempt to familiarize themselves with current research
findings within the area of teacher-student interactions because they fail
to realize how it applies within their ornm teaching environment. Brophy
and Good (L974b) suggested that one reason for this is that very litt1e
research has focused on the individuai student. They were the pioneers of
research describing and analyzing teacher behavior directed toward individual
students within the regular classroou through the impienentation of the
Teacher-Child Dyadic Interaction Systen (Brophy & Good, L974a).
In a disctission revealing the rationale and applications of their
dyadic model (Brophy & Good, L974a), Good and Brophy tigZOl stated that
many aspects of cfassroom inEeraction are more approprlately coded as
dyadic interaction based on the premise that teachers do treat individu3l
children differently. They believed that their dyadic system (Brophy &
Good, L974a) was useful'.to teachers because it can provide them w-ith
feedback concerning their differential treatment toward male and femble
students and minority groups. Another benefit discussed was that teachers
can reali2s which students receive little or no recognition and vrhich students
receive .primarily negaEive couments. Good and Brophy (1970) stated that a
further advantage existed with a dyadic systen in relation to the role of
the supervisor. Many teachers reject supervisory feedback when presented
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wlth stressful information. But a dyadic interaction system, according to
Good and Brophy (1970), provides supervisors with information they can use
in a positive approach to changing teacher behavior, because.they can
capitalize on the positive teacher behavior directed tbward particular
students and then suggest to the teacher to extend this positive support
toward other students who do not nornally receive it.
Brophy and Good (1970) employed the Teacher-Child Dyadic Interaction
Systen to" determine the relationship between teacher expectancies and pupil
achievement.. They.found th_at teachers demanded better performance from
those children for vrhom they had higher expectations and were more likely
to praise them. In contrast, they were more likely to accept poor
performance from low expectancy students and were less likely to praise
good perfornance from these students when it occurred. Specifically, they
found that when 1ow expectation students could not answer a question, the
teachers typically answered the question for them or called on someone el-se.
However, when high expectation students could not answer a question, the
teachers rrere more likely fo repeat or rephrase the question for them.
Brophy and Good (1970) euphasized that dyadic interaction must be studied
if current educational practices are to be irnproved.
Martinek (1979) developed a research model to study expectation effects
in the physical education setting. One. of the teneEs of his model was
that teachers iorn expectations of their students from knowing them
previously or by receiving information about the st.udentts past performance.
These expectations affect the teacher/student interactions which in turn
influence the studenE's behavior. Martinek (1979) identified the three
foilowing major variables in his rnodel: (a)'the expectancy source variable
(studentts or teacherts sex, age, race, performance), (b) the interactive
2L
variable (dyadic interaction), and (c) the expeetancy outcome variable
(studentrs self-concept, physical performance, attitudes, etc.).
Allard (L979) saw a need for research into teacher interactions with
individual students in physical education classes. He believed that the
problera with observational systeEs is that their results are too general
to yield information about individual stdents. Allard (1979) stressed
that students differing in sex, race, and socioeconomic status exist within
i
classes, and the differential treatment that individual students receive
from their teachers may account for the differences in their behavior. This
necessit.ates instruments that record such differential treatment from
teachers directed toward individual students.
A11ard (1979) also brought into.perspective the misleading results
reported by FIAS, which further substantiates his contention of the need
to look at dyadic interactions. He pointed out that individual differences
are lost with FIAS when student talk is lumped into a single percentage,
since that percentage does not accouirt for whether or not one or two
students did all of the talking. Likewise, in the category of teacher talk,
no account is nade for the rmount of tine the teacher spent talking to-or
giving feedback. to one or two students.
As cited by Martinek (1979), few studies have looked at the effects
of expeetations on dyadic interaction pat.terns in physical education.
However, three recent studies (Crowe, L979; Ilartinek & Johnson, L979;
Oien, 1979) have attempted to do this by nodifying popular observational
systems and focusing on teacher behavior directed towards individual
students in the physical education classroom.
Crowe (1979) modified Rosenthalrs (I974) four factor theory to
lnvestigate teacher expectations and teacher-student dyadic lnteractions.
~ il
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She investigated RosenEhalts (Lgl4) four variables of clinate, feedback,
output, and input and added the variable touch as a fifth factor. -Four
dlfferent physical education classes consisting of high and low expectancy
groups of junior high school students were observed by judges trained in
the use of the Brophy and Good Interaction Analysis Systen (Brophy & Good,
L974a). Crowe (Lg7g) found that high achievers were asked more questiins,
1'
received more attention and more opportunities to respond, were given more
praise, and were treated more warrnly by their teachers than the Iow
achievers. These findings indicated that students are treated differently
according to their teacherrs expectations of then.
The Dyadic Adaptation of CAf'lAS vras utilized by Martinek and Jotinson
(1979), who'investigated the effects of teacher expectations on the self-
concept of elementary age children in a physical educaEion setting. Their
results showed that the high expectancy group received rnore encouragement,
acceptance of ideas, and analytic-type questions from their teachers.
This last result suggests that some teachers wil-l expect and encourage
more intellectual responses fron high achieving students than from Iow
achieving students. The results also indicated that those students
expected to be high achievers were sj-gnificantly higher in self-concept
than those students expected to be Low achievers.
A study which employed a modification of both FIAS and CAtr'IAS to
explore individualized teacher behavior based on student gender r.ras
undertaken by Oien (L979). The Individualized Teacher Behavior Analysis
System, developed by Dr. 'George T. Lewis (University of Massachusetts),
was used to.collect the data on the individual students. Oien (1979)
found that -boys received more praise and encouragementr'questions,
directions, and criticism than dld girls
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Allard (1979) purporred that studying dyadic interactlons has
educational. implications for the large segment of the population that is
so concerned r.rith providing equal opportunities for all students, because
teachers can be provided I^rith objective data rel-ating how'much time they
are spending with one student in comparison with another. He urged that
further investigations of this type be conducted because " . individual
Patterns of interaction are an inportant factor to consider when analyzing
the performance of any group" (Allard, L979, p. 15).
The fact that the self-concept cannot be seen presents problems in
objectively measuring it. Although we cannot see the self-concept,
according to LaBenne and Greene (1969) we can infer about the nature of
it from observable behavior.
Most of the problems stem from a lack of an agreed-upon definition of
self-concept. rn addition, different researchers (Anderson, 1965;
coopersmith, 1967; crowne & Stephens, 1951; Kaplan, 1975; Tippett &
Silber, 1965) use different words to refer to feelings about the self.
One example is evident in the r,rritings of Anderson (1965), who used the
terms ttself-imaget' and t'se1f-concept" interchangeably:
Everyone has an i-mage or a concept of hirnserf as a unique person
or se1f, different from every other self. This concept pertains
to oners self boEh as a physical person and as a psychological
person--i.e., each one has a physical self-image and a psychological
self-image. (p. 2)
Kaplan (1975) referred to both the self-concept and self-perception as the
lndividualrs cognitive responses to hin/herself. He defined the self-
esteeD motive as t'the need of the person to uraximize the experience,of
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positive self-feelings and to minimize the experlence of negative self-
feelings" (p. a). Kaplan (1975) referred to the self-feelings as rhe
emotional responses of an individual to hin/herself.
To Coopersnith (1967), Ehe self-esteem is
the evaluation which the individual makes and customarily
maintains with regard to hirnself: it expresses, an attitude of
approval or disapproval, and indicates the extent-to which the
individual believes himself to be capable, significant,
successful, and worthy. In short, self-esteem is a personal
judgnent of worthiness that is expressed in the attitudes the
individual holds toward hinself. (p. a)
Ttris definition is somewhat paralLel in ueaning to English and
Englishrs (1974) definition of self-acceptance: trAn attitude toward oners
own self and one's personal qualities that finds them of unique worth"
(p. 485). To English and English (1974), rhe self-image is, "The self
oire thinks oneself to be" (p. 487), and the self-concept is, "A person,s
view of himself or the fullest description of himself of which a person is
capable at any given time" (p. 486). I'rom the definitions provided by
English and English (1974), it is evident that self-acceptanee, self-esteem,
and self-inage are all a part of and contribute to the makeup of an
individual I s self-concept
Shavelson, Hubner, and Stanton (1976) indicated that definitions of
self-concept are imprecise, causi.ng variations across studies. Another
difficulty that they pointed out was that many researchers develop their
own instruments for their own particular problern causing a lack of
equivalence among self-concept measurements. This makes it impossible to
generalize acro'ss studies using different instruments because of the
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differences in datao  shavelsoh et al。 (1976)devised their own apprOach
to the dilenlmn by deve10ping a defin■tiOn Of self―cOncept from pre―ex■sting
definitiOns, reviewing the steps in data validity, and then apply■ng these
steps tO five w■de■y―used self―cOncept instruments.  They urged that
advances be mnde in methOds Of cOnstruct validatiOn Or data On students'
self―cOncepts w■■■ cOntinue to be ambiguOus.
AccOrding tO C00pershith (1959), a definitiOn of what is meant by
se■f―esteem ■s essential.  He believed that self¨esteem ■s difficu■t tO
deal with empirica■■y because it is such a transient cOncept.  The se■
f―
esteem behaviOr that hn individual disP■ays, accprding tO c00persmith
(1959), is based upon his/her priOr positive and negative experiences.  He
suggested that the "rea■" self―esteen can Only be ■nferred from eva■uatiOn
reports and that it varies with the delnands Of different situatiOns.  He
then proposed that a combinatiOn Of subjective and objectiヤё eva■uatiOns
be put into effect fOr dete.Щin■ng the s ■f―esteem.
The stability Of the child's self_cOncept presentS another difficulty
in obtaining an accurate measure Of the self.  Evidence that young children
have relatively unctable self…cOncepts has been suppOrted by LaBenne and
Creene (1969), Piers (1969), and Tippett and silber (1965).  Tippett and
Si■ber (1965)reported that a person's self―image may change across
different interpersonal relatiOnships, e.g。, people IIlay see themselves
differently when in the presence Of theiF father, their mOther, Or their
peerse  They alsO stated that a persOn's se■
f―■mage and ideal se■f may
■nterchange Or One may relna■ st ble while the Other may fluctuate.
LaBenne and Creene (1969)and Piers (1969) stressed that results On a
self―cOncept test may be affected by 100d flucttiatiOns Or by cOnditiOns at
the time and Place Of the testing.  The Occurrence Of unfOreseen
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clrcumstances during a chlldrs school day w1,11 cause discrepancies ln
scores, especially if the child ls administered a self-concept measure
dlrectly following a stressful situation, such as a fist-fight on the
playground or a poor performance on a quiz or test.
Researchers (Cronbach, 1970; LaBenne & Greene, L969; Piers, L969;
I.Iylie, L974) have found that rnany children are unwllling to rePort their
honest feelings about themselves, and they may "fake" their responses on
purpose. Cronbach (1970) suggested further that students may select
responses they know to be socially desirable rather than responses that
assess the true seIf.
Crowne and Stephens (1961) indicated that one of the problems ln self-
concept measurement lies in the tests themselves. They menEioned that
tests of self-acceptance require evaluative.and interpretive-type thinking
before responding. This results in incongruent scores because individuals
will interpret and evaluate questions in different wasy.
According to Bryant (L974), Coopersmith (1.959), and Creelman (1955) 
'
children in the lower elementary grades encounter difficulty when asked to
make responses along a continuum, e.g.r a Likert scale. A younger child
will do rnuch Better when choosing between "yes-no" rather than attemPting
to distinguish between t'always, most of the time, sometimes, never.rl
Phillips (1963) reported that age is also a factor in the accuracy of
self-perceptions. His study supported the hypothesis that the self-
perceptions of older children would be more accurate than the self-
perceptions of younger children. He tested third and sixth graders and
found thaE third graders greatly overestimated their subsequent perforuance
on a psychomotor task, whlle sixth graders were consistently more accurate
in estimating theirs. Phillips (1963) cbncluded that the accuracy of
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self-estimates increases with age.
Although older children may be more accurate in their self-estimates
than younger children, this does not mean they have more positive self-
perceptions. Martinek (L976) fcund, through the use of the MZSCS, that the
self-concept appeais to be negatively affected as a child Progresses from
the second grade on up through his/her elementary years. l'lorse (L964)
used the Self-Esteem Inventory Eo evaluate the self-concePts of 600 pupils'
grades 3 through 11. He found that many of the items showed a decrease in
sel-f-esteem with age. For example, to the statement "Irm pretty sure of
myself," Lz"l of the third graders said "unlike me," while 347" of. the l1th
graders answered that way. Over 407" of the pupils reported they became
discouraged in school, and this discouragement increased with age. From
Morsers (1964) findings, it appears that the school-seLf gradually grows
less positive with time. This study shows a need for teachers to become
aware of the impact they have on the sel-f-concepts of their studenEs.
Morse (1964) urged, "We need to do much work to conmunicate a sense of
success and achievementrr (p. 195).
Self-Concept Measures for Children
As cited by Shavelson et al. (L976), there are almost as nany self-
concepE instruments as there are studies done on the self-concept because
so many researchers develop their own instruuents for their own particular
problem.
The Michigan State Self-Concept of. Ability Scale was developed by
Brookover, Thomas, and Patterson (1964) and is a measure of self-concept
of academic ability. The scale consists of eight items selected to
differentiate students on achievement. The iteurs are self-evaluative
questions about academic ability such as "tr{h"t kinds of grades do you think
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you are capable of getting in the following subjects?" For each of the four
subjects (math, English, social studies, and science), there are five
response alternatives ranglng from ttMostly Arstt to ttMostly Frs.tt
According ro Coopersmith (L967), the Self-Esteem Inventory (SEI) has
been used as a measure of general self-concept. It consists of 50 iterns
concerned with the childts perceptions in- four areas: Peers' Parents'
school, and self. The 50 iteurs are simple, self-descriptive statements
such as ttl give in very easilyr" followed by two response alternatives:
ttlike mett or ttunlike me.tt
The Piers-Harris Childrenrs Self-Concept Scale (Piers r& Harris' 1964)
is one of the most widely used self-concept instruments (Wylie, L974). It
is composed of 80 items, uhich are simple declarative statementb, such as
ttl am a happy personr" r^rj-th a yes/no response. These items were selected
to discriminate between students wiEh extrenely low and high total scores.
Piers and Harris (1964) believed the self-concept to be multifaceted and
labeled the factors as behavior, 
.intellectual and school status, physical
appearance and attributes, anxiety, popularity, happiness, and satisfaction.
Ihe authors claimed that the scale can be useful in clinical and counseling
settings as well as in classrooms for psychological referral.
Sears (1971) developed the Self-Concept Inventory (SCf1, which ,provides
for a measure of 10 facets of the self-concept. The original form
contained 100 items, 10 itens for each of the 10 facets of self-concePt:
physical ability; menEal ability; school relations with the same sex'
opposi.te sex, teacher; work habits; social virtues; haPPy qualities; and
school subjects. The revised form has 48 items representing 9 facets' most
of which correspond to the original scale. It was revised by dividing
mental ability into divergent and convergent mental abllity, dropping school
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relatlons trtth the opposite sex, arid reducing the number of iterns in the
school subjects subscale.
The Adjecrlve Check List was developed by Davidson and Lang (1965) to
measure chlldrenrs perceptions of their teacherrs attitudes towards thern
and childrents perceptions of themselves. It consists of 35 trait nanes
or adjectives, 18 being favorable and 17 being unfavorable. The children
are instructed to decide how the teacher feels towards them with respect
to each trait name and then rate it on a 3-point rating scale. The
Categories to choose from'are "most of the timer'r "half of the timer"
or t'seldom or almost never." Results have provided evidence that the scale
has content and concurrent validity for upper elementary grade chlldren
and Junior high school children.
Ihe Childrent s Self-Concbption Test (CSC) was constructed by Creelman
(1955) and provides for four types.of scores of a childrs self-concePt:
self-acceptance score, self-rejection score, acceptance of social values,
and rejection of social values. The test consiSts of. 24 sets of pictures
with eight pictures in each set, four of which-show a boy doing something,
with the other four pictures of a girl- doing the same activity. The test
is adninistered"fcjr three different purposes. The first tine it is
administered the children are asked to select the picture they like the
best and dislike-the most. Second, they are asked to choose the good and
bad pictures within each set. Finally, they are asked to select the
pictures that they feel are nost like and mosE unlike thern. Creelman
(1955) claimed face validity for the test and supported it as a useful tool
for investigating the adjustment and maladjustment of children.
Bills, Vance, and l,lclean (1951) developed a rating scale called the
Elementary School Index of Adjustment and Values to determine the
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self-concept of third- through fifth-grade chlldren. It consisted of 19
descriptive statements of traits about the self and others to which the
child responds either tty"srtt ttnortt or "dontt care.tt The resPonses are
classified by the following scores: a t'Self Index" score, an "Others"
score, and a score that indicates the agreement between "Self" scores and
"Others" scores. It measures the d'iscrepancy which exists between the
concept of self and the concept of the ideal.self, which Bills et al.
(1951) defined as personal maladjustment.
Lipsitt (1958) also found a discrePancy score by subtracting the
total self-concept score from the total ideal-self score. Lipsitt (1958)
stated that the discrepancy score indicates the degree of unhappiness or
self-dissatisfaction. Lipsittts (1958) Self-Concept Scale for Children
was a Likert-type self-rating scale for children in grades four through
six. It consists of 22 trait-descriptive adjectives followed by a 5-point
rating scale to which the chil,d responds either I'not at allr" t'not very
oftenr" "some of the limer" "mo6t of the timer" or "a11 of the time.tt
The Faces Scale is a self-report inventory, which was developed by
Frymier (1973) for children. It measures the self-concePt in relation to
sehool, social relationsfip", physical development, and home situations.
The children respond to the question by checking a smiling face or a sad
face, according to the way they feel toward the question. It is
applicable for children ranging from 5 to 10 years of age.
Bolea, Felker, and Barnes (1971) designed the Pictorial Self-Concept
Scale. A set of 50 cartoon-like picture cards is sorted by the children
into three piles according to whether the child feels the figure is "like
uertt "sometimes like mer" or "not like ue at a11." The scale does not
require reading and is appticable for children'in kindergarten through
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fourth grade.
Martlnek and Zaichkorvsky (L977) developed a nonverbal, culture-free
lnstrument designed to measure thb gIobal self-concept of flrst- through
etghth-grade children. The ldartinek-Zaichkowsky Self-Concept Scale (MZSCS)
does not require readii"rg ability or an understanding of the English
language. It was designed to measure the self-concept of both females and
males within a singLe scale. The present MZSCS consists of. 25 pairs of
cartoon pictures of a boy or girl doing certain things. The child bei-ng
tested is asked to choose which picture would be most like him/her. Ttre
scale represents five factors of the self-concept: (1) satisfaction and
happiness; (2) home and fanily relationships and circumstances; (3) ability
!n games, recreation, and sports; (4) Personality traits and emotional
tendenciesg and (5) behavioral,and social characteristics ln school. The
scale is considered.to have sufficient internal consistency for elementary
age populations, having an overall Hoyt estimate of reliability of .88 for
grades one through four. The scores from the MZSCS were conpared with
those from the PiersaHarris Childrbnrs Self-Concept Scale, teachersr
ratings, and Coopersmithfs Self-Esteem Inventory to determine concurrent
validity. A correlation of .49 was obtained with the Piers-Harris scores
from a sauple of 120 elemenlary agP children, 6 through 10 years of age.
Non-significant correlations rrere found with teacher rating scores.
Martinek and Zaichkowsky (1977) defended this point by stating that teachers
tend to rate a childrs self-ioncept in terds of his/her behavior within the
classroom, which is not a true indicator of his/her self-concePt. A
correlation of .56 r,as reported with the Coopersmith scores from a sample
of 86 children, 7 through 10 years of age. Martinek and Zaichkowsky (1977)
belleved their scale to be beneficial to teachers, based on the premise
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that teachers should have a reliable and vafid self-concept instrument
close at hand, so that those children having Iow self-concepts can be
ldentified and given special consideration. They also contended that the
scale may be useful for psychological and counselor referral.
Factors Influential in Self-Concept Development
There are many factors which influence the develoPment of the self-
concept. Of utmosE importance to a positive 
.development of a childrs
self-concept is a healthy home environment and stable interpersonal
relatlonships among fam.ily members.
Martinek and Zaichkowsky (L977) stressed that the early experiences
with other people that a child encounters are vital to the development of
a healthy concept of self:
The famil_y, school, and.peer grouP relationships are Eeans
to the development of a positive self-concePt. In reality,
each one of those relationships should exist in the child's
developing self-concept. If one is weak during the developmental
years, it becomes increasingly difficirlt to form a realistic
attitude of the se1f. (P. 3)
The influence of education may be a positive or negative effect on
the devel-opment of a childts self-con"epi, depending on the teachersr
provision of opportunities f or childr'en t'o become aware, of and sensitive
to their self-conlepts. As children enter school their self-concePts are
in the process of developing. Oftentimes bhildren view themselves
according to the manner in which teachers treat them. The importance of
the school on the self-concept is best exemplified in the writings of
purkey (1970) when he stated, "Next to the houe, the school is the single
most important force in shaping the childrs self-concept" (p. 40).
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Not only do people have perceptlons of themselves, but they also have
an image of the kind of- person they would like to become. This Ls referred
to as the self-ideaI. Havighurst, Robinson, and Dorr (1965) believe that
the schools will influence the childrs imrge concerning his/her ideal self,
especially if they aim towards teaching about the lives of great people.
Staines (1965) contended that teachers are among the people most
Ilkely to be influential in determining the self-picture. He demonstrated
that the Eeacher does have the potential to change studentsr concepts of
themselves through the use of different corments made in reference to the
self and varying teaching styles. This evidence was further suPPorted by
Perkins (1965) who stated that since children behave in terms of afr" ,.,
they see themselves, it is evident then that behavior changes with self-
concept. The teacher is in a position to exert powerful influence over the
formation and change of the childrs self-coricept because of the frequent
opportunities to interact with the anifa. As further exemplified in the
writings of Hughes (1964), "There can be no doubt that 12 years of school
make a unique contribution to the development of the concept of self.
During the 12 years; teacher behavior is a potent contributor to the flnal
results" (p. 33).
People are seldom influenced by others qtron they see as unimportant or
insignificant. Moustakas (1956) declared that every teacher wants to be a
significant force in the lives of his/her students, but in order to
influence students it is necessary to become a "significant other" in their
lives. LaBenne and Greene (1969) believed that 'rsignificant others" are
the people who rnost intimately adirinister the ttrewards" and t'punishments"
in a personts life. CerEainly, the classroom teacher is in a position to
do just this.
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Purkey (1970) polnted out that before a teacher can conslder building
posltlve self-concepts in students, lt is necessary to avoid lnstilllng
negative self-concepts. He stated further that 1or..r or negative self-
concepts are often overlooked because teachers fail to take the effort
requlred to be sensitive to how children see themselves.
Davidson and Lang (1965) examined how the self is influenced in
classroom settings by determining tfre relationship between childrenrs
perception of their teacherrs feelings torvard them and the variables of
self-perception, academic achievement, and classroom behavior. The
Adjective Check LisE, consisting of 35 trait names, was administered twice
to 203 fourth-, fifth-, and sixth-grade children to determine their own
self-perceptlons and'how they perceived their teacherrs feelings toward
them. At the first administrationr, the chil-dren vrere instructed to respond
to the 35 adjectives comprising the list in terms of "My teacher thinks I
amr" and at the second testing, in terms of ttl think I an." Using a 4-
point scale, 10 teachers rated each child on 10 personality characteristics
and on academic achievement. Davidson and Lang (1965) found that those
children with a more favorable self-perception also perceived their
teachersf feelings toward t,hem mbre favorably and were rated by their
teachers as having higher academic achievement and more desirable classroom
behavior. The children who were r'ated by their teachers as being
dLsorderly perceived'their teacherst feelings toward them as being less
favorable than the ihildren rated'as being cooperative. These findings are
somewhat consistent r,dth the hypothesis that teacherst feelings toward
students function as self-fulfillihg prophecies, although Davidson and Lang
(1965) added Ehat their findings do not lmply.causality, but rather all
reinforce each other and are interrelated.
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Supplying further evidence of how the self is influenced by teachers
were l{arrinek and Johnson (1979), who investigated the effects of teacher
expectations on the self-concept of elementary age children. Ihe Dyadic
Adaptation of CAIIAS r,ras the observational tool used to identify the
teacher-student behaviors. Additionally, the Martinek-Zaichkowsky Self-
Concept Scale for Chitdren was used to de-termine whether Ehere were self-
concept differences between the high and 1ow expectancy groups. Martinek
and Johnson (1979) found that those students expected to be high achievers
were significantly higher in self-concept than those students expected to
be low achievers. The results also indicated that the high expectancy grouP
received more encouragement, accePtance of ideas, and analytic-type
questions fron their teachers than the low exPectancy grouP.
Another factor i-nfluential iri self-concept develoPment is the
opportunities afforded to children within the school which contribute to
the decision-making process. Children will make decisions most of their
adult lives, decisions ranging'from what kind of car to buy to what kind
of career to pursue. Unfortunately, many of our school Systems do not
consider the importance of allowing the student a freedom of choice in the
decision-making process. Yamamoto (L972) believed that an important
building block of self-esteem is the opportunity for children to make their
oum decisions and be able to accept the consequences of their decisions.
Purkey (1970) felt that it is difficult for the self-concept to develop
positively in an environment where there is'little or no freedom of choice.
Canfield and I^Iells (1976) bel{eved that in order to enhance studentsr
self-concepts, they should be involved from the beginning in creating the
environment within the school. They believed that sEudents should help in
decislon-making about the physlcal 'setting, for example, arranging the room
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or planning bulletin boards. In additlon, they felt that students should
also be included in decisions concerning content and sequence of activities,
and even methods of studY.
Evidence that alternatives to tradltional programs in physical
education may produce positive changes in the self-concept found suPPort
in a study undertaken by Puretz (1973) offered a modern educational
dance program which allowed for experimentation and exploration to
disadvantaged, inner-city elementary school girls for one school term. A11
students were given a pretest and a posttest on the Bills-Lipsitt Self-
Coneept Scale for Children. Results indicated significant positive changes
for the experimental grouP.
Studies relating to the dffect of two different decision-making models
in physical education on the self-concept of elementary age children were
undertaken by Martinek (1976) and Viglione (L977). The teacher rnade all
the decisions during class in one rqodel, as opposed to the child-decision-
rnaking approach in which the childr.n wlr. encoruaged to share in the
decisions. They found through the use of the Martinek-Zaichkowsky Self-
Concept Scale that the latter nodel was beneficial to the self-concept of
the children. Viglione (1977) strdssed the importance of student,sr freedom
of choice on enhancelrlent of the sdlfsconcept:
If a teacher desires to enhance the self-concept of his/her
students, it appears that affording the students oPPortunities
to nake rneaningful decisions" for thenselves will facilitate
this end better than a teacher-directed approach. 1p. 71)
Sqrmarv
According to Rushall and SledenEop (L972), "Contingency nanagenent
a technique for controlling and alterlng behavlor" (P. 175). As cited
へ
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Darst (1979), conElngency management learning systems aPPear to be
effective tools for improving the teaching/learning Process.
Several researchers (Becker et al., L967; Madsen et al., 1968;
Thompson et a1. , L974; Whitley & Sulzer, 1970) were successful ln reducing
disruptive student behavior through training elementary classroom t.eachers
in contingency management techni-ques. A 
-conbination of ighoring
inappropriate behavior and praising appropriate behavior was found to be
most effective in achieving desirable classroom behavior. A study by
Rollins et al. (L974) was undertaken in an inner-city area, in which 30
public school teachers were trained to use positive behavior contingencies
for an entire academic year with 730 Afro-American pupils. Not only did
disruptive behavior drop a significant amount, but lmproved relations
between and auong students, school personnel, and the comtunity also
occurred. Similar results were 'found by Ryan (1976), who implemented a
behavior modification program based..on contingency management principles
in an elementary school with a high percentage of black students. OrLeary
et al. (1973) found that disruptive behavior decreased with soft reprimands.
Barrish et aI. (1973) successfully utilized a behavior game in a fourth:
grade class to reduce studentsr out-of-seat and talking-out behaviors.
Reinforcement.. contangencies in the form of behavior games successfully
increased appropriate behavior in a study conducted by Young (1974) with
a second-grade physical education class.
Not only can teachers be taught systematic procedures to gain more
effective behaviors fron their studenEs (Madsen et a1. , 1968), but students
can also be systematically trained to employ certain behavlors in the
classroom which may lnfluence their teacherrs behavior positively (Pratt,
1975). The premise that teacher behavior can change positively according
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to studentst suggestions found support in the research of Gage (1963) and
Tuckrnan and Oliver (1968). Evidence that students have the potential to
lnfluence their Eeacherts behavior has underlying supPort in the wriEings
of Doenges (1976), KJ-ein (1971), Pratt (1975), and Sherman and Cormier
(L974). Klein (1971) found that teachers were more direct towards students
who did not pay attention or looked out the window, and when students
smiled and looked at the teacher, more indirect teaching patterns were
observed. Doenges (1976) and Sherman and Cormier G974) conducted their
studies in an upper socioeconomic area while Pratt (1975) conducted his in
a low socioeconomic area. Both Doenges (1976) and Pratt (1975) trained
disruptive children in specific corirmunication skills and found that through
the training the children were sdccessful in modifying thelr teachersr
ttdirectt' behavior to a more ttindlrecttt manner
Dyadic interaction, the interaction that transpires betT{een the teacher
and the individual student, has its roots in the work of Brophy and Good
(1970), who developed the Teacher-Child Dyadic Interaction System (Brophy
& Good, 1974a) to study teacher expectancies and pupil achievement within
the regular classroom. They found that teachers demanded better performance
from and were more likely to praise those children for whom they had high
expectations. A1lard (1979) and Good and Brophy (1970) advocated the.need
for studying dyadlc interaction so that teachers can reaI-ize their
differential treatment toward Students differing in personality, temPerament'
sex, race, and socioeconomic sEatus. Allard (1979) noted further that
research into dyadic interaction is indispensable to the large portion of
the population so bent on providing equal opportunities for all students.
Crowe (1979), Martlnek and Johnson (1979), and Oien (1979) modified popular
observational systems to concentrate upon dyadic interaction in the
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physical education classroomo  Crowe (1979)and Martinek and 」ohnson (1979)
found that those students expected to be high achievers received ■ore
encouragement, attention, and questions from their teachers than those
students expected to be low achievers.  Oien (1979) found that boys
rece■ved ■ore pra■se, questions, directions, and cr■tic■s■ than di girls.
The ■mportant impact of the school and teachers upon the child's self―
concept found substantial support in the research of Davidson and Lang
(1965), Havighurst et al. (1965), Hughes (1964), Martinek and Zaichkowsky
(1977), and Purkey (1970).  Perkins (1965)and Staines (1965)■oted that
teachers have the potential to change a child's self―c n ept. Moustakas
(1956)pointed Out that only when teachers become nsignificant others"~in
the lives of the■r students w■1l they be able to ■nflu nce the■r students.
Davidson and Lang (1965)and Martinek and 」ohnson (1979)demonstrated how
teachers actual■y do influence the student's se■f.  Davidson and Lang
(1965)found that those chi■dren with higher self―perceptions perceived
the■r teacher's fee■ings toWard them more favorably and had higher acade■■c
achievement and more des■rable clas room behav■or as rated by the■r teachers
than those children with lower・s lf―perceptions.  Martinek and 」ohnso
(1979) studied teacher expectation effects on the self―concept of children
through dyadic interaction and・fouid that.the higher thё teac ts
expectations for a child, the higher was the child's self―concept.  As
indicated by Canfiさld and Wells (1976), Purkey (1970), and Yamn■Oto 2
an environment which al10ws the stu゛ents a greater amount of freedom of
choice will enhance the student's s01f―conCept.  Martinek (1976), PuretZ
(1973), and Vi31iOne (1977)found tthen students shared in the decision―
making process ■n phys■cal education, the■r self…concepts were affected
POSitiVely.
だ 型 生 ___
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There are numerous factors wドich present probleIIIs ■n measuring the
self―concepte  Foremost, imprecise defin■t ons of the self―conc pt
(ShavelsOn et al。, ■976) increase the scope of problems associated with
measuring it.  Hence, the number of different words that are used by
different writers (Anderson, 19653 Coopersmith, 1967; Crowne & Stepheng,
19613 Kaplan, 1975; Tippett & Silber, ■965) to refer tO the self increase,
causing a lack of equivalent findings across studies.  The stability of the
child's self―concept has been questioned by LaBenne and Creene (1969), Piers
(■969), and Tippett and Silber (1965)。  Cron ach (1970), LaBenne and Greene
(■969), Piers (1969), and Wylie (■974) found that mnny children are
hesitant in reporting their real feelings and mny "fake" their responses
■ntentionally.  Ev■dence that another difficulty connected w■th measur■ng
the self―concept lies ■n the tests themse■ves found suppoFt in the wT■tings
of Bryant (1974), Coopersmith (1959), Creelman (1955), and CrOwne and
Stephens (1961).  They suggested that children are better able to comprehend
tests with a dichotomous yes/no response rather than alternatives along a
continuum, as ■n a Likert sca■e.  The factor of age also presents problems
in measuring the self―concept, baSed on the premise that the self varies
over the yearso  Phillips (1963)repoセted that the accuracy of self―
perceptions increases with age, a■though Martinek (1976)and MOrse (1964)
found that the.se■f―concept is negatively affected as a child progresses
through his/her e■ementary yearsら
The majority of self―concept instruments take the fo.Щ of rating
scales and self―repbrt inventories.  The scales developed by Bills et al.
(1951)and LiPsitt (1958)both measured the discrepancy which exists between
the self…concept score and the self―■deal score, which is an indicator of
the child's degree of unhappiness.  The Adjective Check List was developed
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by Davtdson and Lang (1965) to measure children's percePtions of their
teacherts attitudes towards them and childrents perceptions of themselves.
Searsr (1971) SCI is verbal in nature and requires subject ratings along
a contlnuum. Self-concept measures which consist of dichotomous resPonses
to self-descriptive statements trere developed by Coopersmlth (1967) and
Plers and Harris (1964). The self:concept scales constructed by Bolea et
al. (1971), Creelman (1955), and Martinek and Zaichkowsky (L977) are
nonverbal and pictorial in nature; in these scales children are asked to
identify which picture they feel is most like them. Erymierrs (l-973)
Faces Scale is a verbal-, self-report inventory to which the child makes a
dichotomous response to a happy or sad face. The scale developed by
Brookover
continuum
??????
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aI. (1964) asks the child to make self-evaluations along a
academic ability.
???
:Chapter 3
METHODS AND PROCEDIIRES
This chapter outlines the procedures and instruments used in gathering
the data for this investigation. It ls divided lnto seven different areas:
(a) selection of subjects, (b) rneasuring-instrrrr"ri", (c) methods of data
collection, (d) coder reliability, (e) scoring of data, (f) treatment of
data, and (g) summary.
Selection of Subjects
The population which served for this investigation consisted of all of
the second-, third-, and fourth-grade classes and their physical education
teachbrs from four elementary "schools in the Ithaca, New York area. A11
of the students chosen were identified as being disruptive by their
respective physical education teachers. The criterion used for idenElfying
them as disruptive lras that their behavior was considered undesirable for
effective learning to take place. A parenE consent form, which appears in
Appendlx B, was sent'out'to the parents 'of the children who were identified
by their physical education teachers as being disruptive. Those students
whose parents did not give their consent did not participate in the study.
The four physical education teachers were presented with an informed
consent form to determine their agreement to participate in the study. A
copy of the informed consent form appears in Appendix C. A total of 40
students and 4 physical education teachers were selected for this study.
The students were randomly assigned to the treatnent and control groups by
the flip of a coin. The treatment group consisted of 20 students as did
the control group. The treatment "group met for t hour per week for 8
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rreeks on a snall group basis with rhe i.nvestigator to receive instructlon
Ln specific contlngency management skills (see Appendix D).
In order to control for the Hawthorne effect, Ehe control group also
met with the lnvestigator for t hour per week for 8 weeks on a small group
basis but did not receive any instruction in the speclfic contingency
mFnagement ski11s.
For the purposes of this invesEigation, two oeasuring instruments were
used. The Martinek-Zaichkowsky Self-Concept Scale (IUSCS) (Martinak &
Zaichkowsky, L977), which measures the intellectual, behavioral, social,
emotional, and physical components of a chil-drs self-concePE in grades
one through eight, r{as the first instrument used. It consisted of. 25
pictures depicting bipolar situations; the child b'eing tested is asked to
identify which picture he/she feels'i6 most like hin/her. One point is
awarded for selection of the figure in the positive role, and no points
are awarded for selection of the figure in the negative role.
The other.measuring instrument used to assess the teaching behavior
of the four teachers in this study was an'adapted version of CAFIAS, call-ed
the Dyadic Adaptation of CAFIAS (DAC) (Martinek & Mancini, 1978). Teacher
behavior directed-at ,the entire class was not recorded; rather, the
interaction of the teacher with a singl'e student or a smal1 group of no
more than four students was recorded.
Methods of Data Collection
The 20 students who composed the treatment group met bi-weekly in
small groups in a room seParate from the classroon during a regularly
scheduled period. They were taught each specific contingency management
skil] through verbal descrlption by the instructor. A brief role-playing
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de■onstration followed which was videotap●u and thёn observ d by the
students.  At this time, students were given info■uation concerning
indirect teacher behav■or, and it Was diScussed that proper usage of the
communication skills Would facilitate indirect behavior from their
teachers.  After each Skil■ Was successful■y acqu■red, the students were
encouraged to apply them with other teachers, friends, family members, but,
■ost importantly, to direct them towards their physical education teachers
within the physical education classroom (see Appendix E)。
The 20 students who cOmposed the control group did not receive any
instruction ■n the cOntingency management skills but did Participate ■n
s■mple indoor games and craft activities with the investigator (Cox, 1962)
for the same time per■od as th 、r atment group to control for the
Hawthorne effect。
A prёtest and PostteSt Of the Martinek―Zごichkowsky Se■fLcO Cept Scale
(MZSCS) (Martinek & Zaichko,sky, ■977)was administered to all subjects the
lst and the laSt WeekS Of the experilnent.  Data for assessment of teacher―
student dyadic interaction patterns were gathered prior to the lst week
of the exper■ment and aga■n on the week follow■ng the spёc■fic contingency
fnnnagement skills progran through use of Thb D,adic Adaptation of CAFIAS
(DAC) (Martinek & Mancini, 1978).  DAC necessitated the following specific
procedures:  (1) target Students (subjects in this study)wOre ■。D. numbers
on pinnies to be identified by the coder, (2) obserVers coded only the
■nteraction that transPired between the teacher and the target students,
(3)all behavior tallies were accolnPanied by a numbered subscript
representing the individual student or small group Of students to which
the behavior was directed, and (4)behaViOrs were recorded at 3-second
intervals as long as the interaction continued.
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Physical education classes of all subjects were videotaped twlce at
the beginning of the study and twlce at the end of the study. The classes
were videotaped and coded at the beginning of the study for the purpose of
verifying the "direct" behavior of the physical education teachers towards
the target students. It was believed that videotaping each class twice at
the conclusion of the experiment would enhance the reliability and validity
measures of the study. These videotaped physical education class sessions
rcere then coded by a trained expert through the use of DAC.
Coder Reliability
In order to determine the coderrs reliabil-ity, one vi-deotaped class
session of each of the four physical education teachers in this study was
randomly selected. These videotaped class sessions were coded and
subjected to a repeated coding on a separate sitting by an expert trained
in the use of DAC. The top 10 cells were ranked and the Spearman rank-
order correlation rras utilized for reliability (see Appendix F).
Scoring of Data
The data gathered fron the coding of DAC rrere transferred to a
recording sheet. A tally $ras sinply placed in the appropriate cell across
from the student's nane and identification symbol. After all- the data were
transferred to the recording sheet, the data were scored for. each
individual student separately through the follbwing sequence: (1) each
cell total was surmed'and recorded by writing over the tallies, (2) each
student received a total score for the tbtal number of tallies, (3) each
cell received a percentage by dividing each cell total by the studentts
total score, and (4) each percenta'ge was combined under the verbal and
nonverbal cells of each of the 20 CAFIAS behaviors, arriving at 10
percentages for each student. These percentages were then transposed onto
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separate data cards for each student for comPuter analysis.
An individual total score on the MZSCS was determined by the
awarding of 1 point for sel-ection of the positive role and no point for
selectlon of the negative role. In addition, each student received five
subscale scores representing the flve factors of the self-concept as
ueasured by the MZSCS
Treatment of Data
Multivariate analysis of covariance was used to determine if
statistically significant differences existed between the .treatment and
control groups regarding the teacher and student behaviors at the conclusion
of the experiment. A discrininant function analysis was used to determine
the proportion of variance accounted for by each of the dependent DAC
variables. A simple analysis of variance was performed on each DAC variable
for the posttest scores to determine on which variables the groups differed
signiflcantly when each variable was considered by itself.
An analysis of covariance rras run on the studentsr total scores on
the MZSCS. Univariate ANCOVATs were performed on the five subscale scores
fron the I'IZSCS .to deternine which of the variables when analyzed
separately showed significant differences betr.reen the two groups.
Surmary
Subjects for this study were 40 students and their physical education
teachers from four elementary schools in Ithaca, New York; 20 of the
students were randoftrly assigned to'a treatment group and 20 to a control
group. A11 students had been identified by t.heir resPective physical
education teachers as being diSruptive. Only the students in the treatment
group received instruction in the specific contingency management skills.
Two measuring instruments were used for the PurPoses of this
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investigation. The Martinek-Zaichkor.rsky Self-ConcePt Scale (Martinek &
Zaichkowsky, Lg77) was used to determine the childrents self-concePt
scores both before and after the treatment. Dyadic ipteraction Patterns
were assessed b-etween the teacher and target studenEs through use of the
DAC system (l.lartinek & Mancini, 1978). Each physical education class was
videotaped twice before and twice after the experiment. These videotaPes
were then coded by a trained expert through the use of the DAC system'
Multivariate analysis of covariance was used to identify any statistically
significant differences between the two grouPs for teacher and student
behaviors, and an analysis of covariance was performed on the subjeetsr .
total scores from the MZSCS. In addition, univariate ANCOVATs were
performed on each of the five factors of the self-concePt from the MZSCS-
' ChaPter 4
AI{ALYSIS OF DATA
Thl-s chapter presents the results that were found when comparing the
behaviors of the subjects between the treaEment and control groups and
when comparing the studentst self-concept scores in the trilo groups. The
Dyadic Adaptation of CAFIAS (DAC) was utilized to measure the behaviors of
the teachers and students. A11 of the categories inherent in CAFIAS are
the saue for the DAC system (see Appendix A), and its variables will be
referred to as DAC variables throughout this chapter. The Martinek-'
Zaichkowsky Self-Concept Scale (I{ZSCS) was utilized to measure the studentsr
self-concepts. In addition, this chapter discusses the assessment of coder
reliability for this investigation and concludes with a sumtrary.
Coder Rtiliability
In order to determine the reliability of the coder for this
investigation, four videothped class sessions, one from each of the four
physical education teachers, were randomiy selected by the investigator.
Each videotape was coded during two independent observation sessions. A
Spearman rank-order correlation for the two independent observations was
determined by comparing the top 10 ce11 concentrations (see Appendix F).
The mean score of the correlation was .985 which was sufficient to indlcate
that the coder was reliable. Data'frorn the comparison are illustrated in
Table 1.
Analysis of Teachersr and Studentsr Behaviors
A multlvariate analysis of covariance (MANCOVA) was performed on both
groupsr posttest scores of the 10 DAC variables initially with the Pretest
48
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Table ■
Coder Reliability彙
Physical Education Teacher rヽ ??
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
1
2
3
4
.978
.981
.984
。996
。985
*Coder reliability determined bY
coding of teaching behaviors for the
a Spearman rho
two independent
comparison of the
observations.
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scores as covariates to determine lf it was l-mportant to account for the
pretest scores. No significant covarlate effect vras found. Therefore,
the prdtest scores were disregarded, and a uultivariate analysis of variance
(MANOVA) was run on the posttest scores to deter:mine if the treatment and
control groups were signiflcantly different. This analysis arrived at a
greatest characteristic root value of 11.827. The overaLl difference
between the treatment and control groups for all 10 DAC variabl-es taken
simultaneously was statlsticall-y significant, e(1,4, 13.5) = .922,2 < .05.
Therefore, it can be concluded that the treatment and control groups were
significantly different on the posttest scores of the 10 DAC variables.
Hence, the nuIl hypothesis which stated that there would be no signifieant
differences.on the t'direct" behavior of the physical- education teachers
between the group that received instruction in the specific contingency
management skills and the group that did not receive instruction in the
-t
speeifie contingency managenent skills was rejected.
-.Discriminant function analysis was used to determine the amount of
contribution of each of the 10 DAC variables to the significant multivariate
between groups difference. Table 2 indicates that the first three
variables accounted for over 757" of that difference. Teacher questioning
contributed 25.90% *-o the discriminant function, followed by teacher
acceptance of studentsr ideas and actions which contributed 25.487..
Teacher praise tas third, contributing 24.05%. fne remaining seven
variables contributed less tl:an 257" to the discrininant function.
A sinple folIow-up analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed on each
DAC variable for only the posttest scores (since no significant covariate
effects were found) to determine on which variables the groups differed
signlficantly when each variable was considered by itself or independent
51
Table 2
Discriminant Function Analysis of DAC Variables
Ranked Variable
Standardized
Discriminant
Weights
s2z
Teacher Questioning
Teacher Acceptance
Teacher Praise
Teacher Direction
Teacher Criticism
Student Interpretive Response
Teacher Infornation Giving
Silence/Confusion
Student Initiated Behavior
Student Predictable Response
.50894
.50476
.49040
。31074
-.22659
。16300
。16015
‐.15057
.11034
-。10366
25.90
25.48
24。05
9。66
5.13
2。66
2.56
2。27
1。22
1.07
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' of the other nLne varlables. Table 3 lndicates significant differences at
the .05 leve1 on 8 of the 10 DAC variables. Table 3 also contalns the DAC r I
variablest means and standard deviatlons of the treatment and control
groups for both the pretest and posttest scores. Teacher praise, teacher
acceptance of studentsr ideas and actions, teacher questioning, and student 
,
interpretive response showed significant differences ln favor of the
treatment group. Teacher direction, teacher. criticism, student predictable
response and student initiated behavior revealed significant differences
in favor of the control group.
The top 10 ranked ceL1 frequencies of interaction patterns and their
. percentage of occurrence for both groups during the pretest period and
posttest periods are provided in Tables 4 and 5, respectively. A
description of each interaction pattern is given under each table. The
density of tallies in the- cells determined not only predominant teachersr
and studentst behaviors but also the sequence of those behaviors. The
patterns for the treatment and control groups during the pretest period
(see Table 4) were basically similar, dominaEed by teacher direction
followed by student predictable response (6-8); student initiated behavior
followed by teacher criticism, followed by teacher direction (9-7-6);
teacher information giving followed by either student initiated behavior
(5-9) or teacher direction (5-6); and extended student initiated behavior
(e-e).
However, during the posttest period, obvious differences can be
observed between the treatuent and iontrol groups (see Table 5). The
treatment group was characterized by student interpretive response followed
by elther teacher acceptance of the studenEs'ideas and action (8\-3),
praLse (8\-2), or extended studenE interpretive response (8\- 8\); teacher
53
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Summary of Most Frequent
the Top 10 Cells of
Table 4
Pretest Int ractlon Patterns qmong
Physical Education Teachers
Treatment Control
Int erac tion
Patterns
Percentage of
Occurrence
Interaction
Patterns
Percentage of
0ccurrence
6-8
9-7
7-6
8-9
8-6
5-9
9-9
5-6
8-5
9-6
15。79
12.59
5。79
5.68
5.06
4.44
4.44
3.78
3.57
3.35
6-8
8-6
9-7
8-5
7…6
5-6
8-9
5-9
9…9
8 -ヽ6
20.87
9。85
8。95
5.35
5。08
4.81
4.23
4。05
3.■5
2。83
6-8  teacher directions fo■lowed by student predictab■e response
9-7  student in■tiated behav■or followed by teacher use of cr■ ticism
7-6  teacher use of criticism followed by teacher directions
8-9  student predictable response followed by student in■tiated behav■or
8-6  student predictable response followed by teacher directions
5-9  teacher ■nformation giv■ng f。1lowcd by student in■ tiated behav■or
9-9  extended student in■tiated behav■or
5-6  teacher ■nformation giv■ng followed by teacher directions
8-5  student predictable response follbwed by teacher information giv■ng
9-6  student initiated behavior follolred by teacher direction
8 -ヽ6  student interpretive response followed by teachor direction
慶 |
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Sumnary of Most
the Top 10
Table '5
FrequenE Posttest
Ce1ls of Physlcal
Interaction Patterns among
Education Teachers
Treatment Control
Interaction
Patterns
Percentage of
Occurrence
Interaction
Patterns
Percentage of
Occurrence
8、-3
6-8
6-8、
4-8ヽ
9-3
5-8、
8 -ヽ2
5-6
8ヽ-8ヽ
3-5
7.93
7.68
6.29
4。15
3.97
3.31
3.04
3。00
3.00
2。85
6-8
9-7
8-6
8-9
5-6
8-5
5-9
9-6
9-9
9-5
16.36
8。99
5◆99
5。62
4。69
3.95
3.80
3.00
3。00
2。76
8\-3 student interpretive response followed by teacher acceptance of
studentsr ideas and actions
6-8 teacher directions followed by studene predictable response
6-8\ teacher directions followed by student interpretive resPonse
4-8\ teacher use of questions followed by student interPretive resPonse
9-3 student initiated behavior followed by teacher acceptance of
students I ideas and actions
5-8\ teacher information giving followed by student interpretive'response
B\-2 student.interpretive response followed by teacher use of praise
5-6 teacher information giving followed by teacher directions
8\-8\ extended student interpretive response
3-5 teacher acceptance of students I ideas and actions followed by
teacher information giving
g-7 student initiated behavior followed by teacher use of criticism
8-6 student predictable response followed by teacher directions
8-9 student predictable response followed by student initiated behavior
8-5 student predictable response followed by teacher informatlon giving
5-9 teacher information giving'lfollowed' by studenE initiated behavior
9-6 student initiated behavior followed by teacher dlrections
9-9 extended student iniridted'behavioi
9-5 student initiated behavior followed by teacher information giving
56
information giving and directions fol10wed by student predictable and
interpretive response (5-6-8-8、); teaCher questioning followed by student
interpretive response (4-8ヽ); and Student initiated behavior fol10wed by
teacher acceptance of the students' behav■or, followed y teacher
info.,lation giving, followed by student interpretive response and
finally, teacher praise (9-3-5-8ヽ…2).  ThiS unique sequence of behaviors
suggestS that the teacher generally accepted the student in■tiated
behavior (9-3)and then was ■ore likely to give alternatives to the
student which he/she had tO interpret (5-8ヽ), reSulting in the teacher
being pleased with the student's response (8ヽ-2).  The COntrol group.s
■nteraction Patterns dur■ng the posttest per■od wer  essentially cons■Stent
w■th those of the pretest patterns, be■ng character■zed by teacher
inforlnation giv■ng, direction and cr■tic■sm along w■th Student narrow
dependence on the teacher。
Figures l andi2 further ■1lustra e the behav■oral differences between
the pretest and Posttest per■ods of his ■nvestigation.  Mean percentages
Of the DAC variab■es in the treatment and control groups were compared on
a bar graph.  Figure l illustrates that the two groups httd bas■cally
siIIlilar behaviora■ p tterns during the pretest period.  H6Wever, f。1lowing
the experiment, significant changes can be noted in the teachers' and
students' behaviors (see Figure 2).  Students in the treatment group during
the posttest per■od e■icited more pra■s , accep tance, questions and less
■nformation, directions and cr■tic■sm from the■r t achers than those
students ■  the control group.  In addition, students ■ the reatment
group had ■ore interpretiVe responses and were not as dependent on the
teacher as the students ■n the cOn rol group dur■ng the posttest per■od.
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Self-ConcePt Measurement
Each student was administered the Martinek-Zaichkowsky Self-Concept
Scale (MZSCS) in separate groups before and after the experiment. Each
student received a total score for the number of selections ln the positive
role, and five separate scores representing the five factors of the self-
concepr, as measured by the MZSCS. An analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was
performed on the studentst total scores on the MZSCS (see Table 6). This
table indicates that the covariates do make a difference, F(l,37) = 187.270,
p < .05, and that it is important to account for the Pretest scores.
Table 6 also indicates Ehat the two groups are significantly different on
their self-concept scores, F(1, 37) = 5.352, P < .05. Further, the amount
of variance explained is significant,'F(I,37) = 96.311; g < .05.
Univariate Al'lCOVAts hrere run on each of the five factors of the self-concept,
as measured by the IflSCS (see Appendix G). Factor 1, Satisfaction and
Happiness, showed a significant difference between the groups on the
posttest scores when the Pretest scores I{ere accounted for, F(1, 37) =
6.589, p < .05. Table 7 surmnrizes the means and standard deviations of
the two groups for the pretest and posttest self-concePt subscale scores,
which do indicate an increase in the scoreS of the treatment grouP. These
tests led to the rejection of the second null hypothesis which stated that
there would be no significant differences between the self-concept scores
of the treatment and control groups of students.
Suumary
Coder reliability for this study $ras determined by randcimly selecting
one videotaped class session for each of the four physical education
tedchers and subjecting them to two independenL'observation coding sessions.
A Spearman rank-order correlation was determined by comparing the Eop 10
62
Table 6
ANCOVA of Self-ConcePt Total Scores
Explained
SS
1058.310
MS
529。155
29。406
■028.904
5.494
I
g6.311*
5.352*
4
187 .270^
df
Mhin effect (Group)           29.406
Covariate (Pretest)         1028.9 4
Residua1              203 286
?
??
37
Total 1261.596 39
.05。鼈 く
●  1
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ce1l concentrations for the two independent observations (see Appendlx F).
A mean correlation of .985 indicated thaE the coder in this lnvestigation
was reliable (see Table 1).
A multivariate analysis of covariance (MANCOVA) was performed on the
posttest scores of the 10 DAC variables with the pretest scores as
covariates. Since no significant covariate effects were found, the
pretesr scores were dropped and a multivariate analysis of variance (I'IANOVA)
was run on the PostEest scores to determine if the two grouPs were
significantly different in teachers' and students' behaviors. The overall
difference between the treatment and control grouPs for all 10 DAC
variables taken simultaneously was statistically significant, 0(1, 4, 13.5)
.922, P . .05.
Two follo\il-up tests were then conducted. tn: first was a discriminant
function analysis (Table 2), which revealed that teacher questioning,
teacher acceptance of studentst ideas and actions, and teacher praise
contributed over 757" to between group differences. The other follow-up
test used was an analysis of variance on each DAC variable for just the
posttest scores, sihce no significant covariaEe effects were found, to
determine on what variables the groups differed significantly when each
variable was considered independent of the other nine variables (Table 3).
The resulgs of this analysis showed significant differences on 8 of the 10
DAC variables at the .05 level of significance. Tables 4 and 5 show the
top 10 interaction patterns of the two groups between the pretest and
posttest periods to be different. The results of these tests led to the
rejection of the firsr null hypoEhesis which stated that there would be
no significant differences between the grouP of students who received
instruction in the specific contingency management skllls and the grouP
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of students who did not recel-ve instructlon in the speclflc contingency
management skllls on the "dlrect" behavlor of the physical educatlon
teachers.
Trco scoring meEhods lrere used to assess the self-concepts of the
students. One resulted ln a total score obtained on the MZSCS, and the
other method yielded five separate scores- representing the five factors of
the self-concept from the I,IZSCS. An analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was
run on the total scores (Table 6), which revealed significant dlfferences
between the two grouPs when the Pretest scores were accounted for,
F(1,37)=5.352r!<.05.
Univarlate ANCOVAIs were run on each of the five factors of the self-
concept which showed a significant difference on Factor 1, Satisfactlon
and Happi-ness (see Appendix G), between the groups on the posttest scores
when the pretest scores r,rere accounted for. From Table 7, increases can
be observed in the other self-concept subscal-e means.in favor of the
treatment group. The results of these tests led to the rejection of the
second null hypothesis which stated that there would be no significant
differences between the self-concepts of the two groups following the
experiment.
ご|
Chapter 5
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
This lnvesEigation was an extension of studies conducted by Doenges
(1976) and pratt (1975), in which students who received negative behaviors
from their teachers were trained to reverse the Process and have a positive
effect on their teachers. This investigation was more closely related to
Doengest (1976) study in that both were undertaken in a physical education
settlng, and it was the physical education teacher who was the primary
target of attempted behavioral change. Both Doenges (1976) and PratE
(Lg75) used CAFIAS as the observational tool to measure teacher and student
behaviors. A unique aspect of the present study was the utilization of an
adapred version of CAFIAS, called the Dyadic AdaptaEion of CAFIAS (DAC)
(Martinek & Mancini, 1978), to determine if behavioral differences existed
between the tvro grouPs. DAC was used for the purPose of obtaining a
closer look at the disruptive behavior of individual students and the type
of physical education teacher behavior associated with this disruPtive
student behavior. OAC has only been implemented in one study by Martinek
and Johnson (1979) to determine teacher expectancy effects on the self-
concept of elementary age children. This chapter will provide the reader
with an overview of the stafistical results associated with this study
and a comparison of those results with other investigations related to it.
A multivariate analysis of covariance on the DAC variables, with the
pretest scores as covariates, found no significant covariate effects, so
the pretest scores were disregarded and a multivariate analysis of
variance (MANOVA) was performed on the posttest scores. This resulted in
．
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a slgnificant dl-fference beEween the treatment and control grouPs'
o(1, 4, 13.5) = .922, 2 < .05, which 16d to the rejection of the flrst
null hypothesis which sEated that there would be no significant differences
between the group of students who received instructlon in the eontingency
management skills and the grouP of students who did not receive
instruction in the contingency management skills on the direct behavior
of the physical education teachers.
A discriminant function analysis was run following the MANOVA which
found that teacher.questioning, teacher accePtance, and teacher praise
accounted for over 757. of between group differences (Table 2). Basically'
this means that those three variables were the ones that really made the
dlfference between the treatment and control- grouPs. This was to be
expected since the goal \"ras to produce more'indirect Patterns of teacher
behavior in the form of praise, acceptance, and questioning, through
training the treatment group of disruptive students in contingency
management ski1ls. This finding is similar to Doenges (L976) who found
that total teacher response ratio contributed' 60% of the variance
accounted for between the groups. The variable teacher resPonse ratio in
CAFIAS measures the amount of indirect betiavioi with which the teacher is
responding. Thus, both the Present study and Doneges' (1976) study found
that the variabl-es exemplifying indirect teacher behavior accounted for
most of the difference between the treatment and control grouPs'
An analysis of variance (ANOVA) was also run following the MANOVA to
determine on what variables the treatment and control grouPs'differed
significantly when each variable was considered by itself. The ANOVA
re6ulted in a significant difference on 8 of the 10 DAC variables at the
.05 level of significance (taUte 3). Teacher praise, teacher accePtance,
r・
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teacher questioning, and studenE interPretive response revealed
signlficant dLfferences in favor of the treatment grouP. Ttris shows that
the students in the treatment grouP' upon learnlng and practicing the
contingency management skl-lls in the physical education clasSroom,
stimulated positive or indirect behaviors from their teachers in the form
of praise, acceptance, and questloning. Hence, the treatment group of
students had a positive effect on their physical education teachers- Thls
coincides with the results of Prattrs (1975) post-posttest observation
which found that the teachers in the treatment grouPs exhibited a greater
proportion of indirect behavior than the teachers in the control group.
Doenges (1976) also stated that teachers in the treatment grouP in his
study were signifi-cantly more indirect than those teachers in the control
group. Further, the students couprising the treatment grouP in the
present study responded with a signifieantly greater amount of interpreta-
tion than the students in the control group. This result can be Linked
with the significant difference in the teacher questioning category' 1.e.,
the teacher became more interested in the student and offered the student
more opportunities to respond. These resPonses required exterided thought
and interpretation on the part of the student. Another point which should
not be ignored is the observdtion that when teachers offer students more
opportunities to respond and follow up ,Ehose resPonses with praise and
acceptance, naturally those students 'will feel a greater amount of
freedom and will not feel inhibited to ask more quesEions related to the
activity initiated by the teacher. This interPretive tyPe oi student
response is exemplified through the 8 \ category of CAIIAS (see Appendix A) .
Ihise findings concur with Prattrs (I975) conteirtion that indirect
teacher behaviors are associated with posiEive student develoPment because
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they promoEe and encourage a studentts freedom to respond. Both Doenges
(1976) and prarE (L975) nored changes ln the pupils' behaviors also' in
that students in Ehe treatment grouPs resPonded with a significantly
greater amount of evaluation and interPretation than did students in the
control group
Ihe remaining four variables which resulted in a significant
difference from the ANOVA were teacher direction, teacher critieism'
student predictable response, and student initiated behavior, all in
favor of the control grouP. These behaviors seem logical when one
considers the nature of disruptive student behavior and the type of
teacher behavior associated with it. Generally, teachers attempt Eo
curtail disruptive or off-task behavior iir students by throwing orders and
directions at them so that these students will fit into the mold of the
majority of students in the class. This is evidenced by the significant
difference in the variables teacher direction and student predictable
response favoring the conErol group. Direct teacher behavior only allows
for mechanical, predictable, and robot-Iike resPonses from the student.
Consequently, the disruptive student unwilllngly becomes narrowly dependent
on the teacher, and this is where the rebell-ion occurs, manifested in
the significant difference in the student initiated behavior and teacher
critlcism categories of the control group. The initiated behavior of the
disruptive student is mainly off-task because he/she is aEtempting to
resist this narrow dependence on the teacher. With this resistance comes
crlticism and direction from the teacher in an attempt to fit the student
into more prevalent patterns of behavior resembling that of the rest of
the students in the class. And so the vicious cycle continues, i.€.,
teacher direction, student predictable response, student initiated behavior,
J
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teacher criticlsm, etc
The top 10 ranked cell frequencies and theii Percentages of occurrence
for the treatment and control groups during the pretest and Posttest
periods were determined. A comparison of the interaction Patterns in
Table 4 wlth those in Table 5 obvlate the differences in behavior from
pretest to posttest periods. During the pretest period, the interaction
patterns of the treatment and control groups were essentially the same,
being characterj-zed by teacher information giving, teacher direction'
teacher criticism, student mechanical response, and student initiated
behavior (Table 4). These behaviors occurred because of reasons just
previously mentioned. The initiated behavior of the students in both
groups before the experiment began ,"= p.ir"rily off-task as evidenced by
the criticism of the tedcher. The teacher was then inclined to give
directions and orders to the disruptive students in an attemPt to mold
them into more widely accepted patterns of behavior.
However, during the posttest peri.od, substantial behavioral changes
can be noted in the treatment group while the patterns of the control group
remained basically the same (Table 5). Specifically, the bbhavior of the
teachers changed toward the treiatment group of students who received
instruction in the contingency management skills and remalned basically
the same toward the control group of students who did not receive
instruction in the coritingency management skills following the treatment
period (refer to Table 5). During the posttest period, the interpretive
responses of the students in the treatment group were pralsed (8f-2) and
accepted by the teacher (8\-3) as was the initiated behavior of the
student (g-2, 9-3) . In contrast, there is an absence of student
lnterpretive response in the control group durlng the posttest period'
7L
The predominant behaviors of'the students ln the control grouP durlng the
posttest perlod were student inltiated behavior followed by teacher
critlcism (g-7), teacher direction (9-6) 
' 
more initiated behavior (9-9),
or teacher information giving (9-5) and student Predictable resPonses
followed by teacher direction (8-6), teacher information giving (8-5), or
student initiated behavior (8-9). These results suggest that even though
the disruptive students were getting attenti.on from their teachers during
both testing periods, it was definitely a more appropriate and positive
type of attenEion toward the treatment group of students than toward the
control group of students during the posttest period. It is interesting to
note that the initiated behavior of the students in the treatment grouP
during the posttest period was acceptild by the teacherr'whereas, the
initiaEed behavior of the students in the,controL grouP during the Posttest
period was cririclzed and rejected by the teacher. Both Doenges (1976)
and pratt (L975) also concluded that students in their Ereatment grouPs
initiated more positive behaviors and rnads greater contributions to the
classroom than did the control group of students.
To expand upon this observaEion, it must be noted that the initiated
behavior of the student can be either on- or off-task. As previously
mentioned, the interaction Patterns of CAFIAS provide not only the
predominant teacher and student behaviors, but also the sequence of those
behaviors. Thus, whether the student initiated behavior is on- or off-task
ls dependent upon the type of teacher behavior which follows it. In the
present study, the initiaEed behavior of the students in the treatment
group following the experiment was on-task, as evidenced by the accePtance
and praise of the teacher which followed it (9-3, 9-2). In contrast,
the initiated behavior of the studertts in the control group following the
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experiment remained generally off-task, which manifested itself in the
form of criticism from the teacher: (9-7).
A11 of the aforegenEioned results make it apParent that the instruction
in the contingency management skills had a posltive effect on the students I
behavior. It is also apparent, that since the physical education teachersr
behavior changed toward the students in the treatment group who recei-ved
instruction in the continplency management skills to a. more indirect manner,
those students successfully practiced and applled the skills on their
physical education.teachers in the physical education classroom. This
study demonstrated that the behavior of both students and teachers can
become more positive in nature. Disruptive elementary age children, who
comuonly elicit negative, direct behavior from their teachers, can be
taught to reverse the process and bring about more indirecE and positive
behavior from their teachers through instruction and Practice in contingency
nanagement skills.
The findings of the present study coincide with those of other studies
of student influence on teacher behavior (Doenges, L976; Klein, ]-97]-; Pratt,
L975; Sherman & Cormier, L974). Klein (f971) employed techniques (smiling,
eye contact, attentiveness) - that were similar to the contingency managenent
skills used in the present study with college students. Klein (l-971) found
that the instillment of these positive behaviors in the students influenced
the teacher to exhibit'more indirect behavior.
Sherman and Cormier (L974) used artificiaL rewards to decrease the
lnapproprlate behavior of two problem children from an upper socioeconomic
area. The present study, Doenges (1976), and Pratt (1975) improved on
Sh6rrnan and Cormierrs (L974) study by employing'natural reinforcement and
dealing with a larger number of students. In addition, Pratt (1975)
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conducted hls study in a low socioeconomic area because he believed that
dlsruptive students from this type of area had mofe obstacles to overcome
wlth less support than students from higher socioeconomic areas. Prattrs
(1975) study consisted of the utilization of CAFIAS lnrmediately following
completion of the treatment period and again 3 weeks following the
initlal assessmenE. Pratt(1975) designed both a Posttest observation and
a post-posttest'observation to determine the immediate and long-range
effects of his treatment. He found no significant differences between the
two groups during the Posttest observation. However, during the post-
posttest observation, Pratt (1975) found that teachers of the treatment
groups exhibited a significantly greater proportion of indirect verbal and
nonverbal behavior than the control grouP of teachers. Pratt (1975)
reasoned that this significant difference observed only during the Post-
posttest measure was due to the tine it aook fot the students to
incorporate the skills into their oI^,n behavioral patterns and for the
teachers to notice the change and 
_begin to treat the students in more
lndirect or positive i.rays by aceepting and using student ideas and feelings
and praising and encouraging the student.
The present study and the study conducted by Doenges (1976) resulted
in findings congruent with those of Pratt (1975) in that all three studies
found that disruptive students trained in specific contingency management
skil|s functioned as effective change agents by increasing indlrect or
positive behavior from their teachers. These indirect teacher behaviors
are identified through the categories of CAFIAS as teacher praise and
encouragement, teacher accepEance of studentsl ideas, feelings, and actions,
and teacher quesEioning. However, the data which found significant
differences for the presen! study and Doengesr (1976) study were collected
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on the week following the treatment perlod, in contrast to PraEE (1975)
who did not find significant differences untl1 a month later. This could
be due to the different areas in which the studies were undertaken. The
present study was undertaken in a high to niddle socioeconomic area'
whereas, Pratt (1975) conducted his study in a low socioeconomic area wi-th
a high percentage of minority students. Pratt (1975) even mentioned that
a considerable amount of time and attention had to be devoted to reducing
disruptive behavior, motivating the students, and ernphasizing the value of
the study for the students during the beginning phases of his investigation.
Pratt (1975) also reported that it took some time for the students to
overcome anxieties of vierving theroselves on the videotape monitor. Such
was not the case in the present study. Time did have Eo be spent in
motivating the students and relating to them the benefits they could derive
from participating in the project but it was only minimal. In addition,
the majority of students were intrigued by observing thenselves on the TV
from the very beginning. It seems apparent from these speculations that
the children in the present study did not take as long to incorporate the
skills into their behavioral patterns, as did the iarge percentage of
students in Prattrs (1975) studY.
Another important point to take into consideration is the difference
ln statisticaL procedures between the studies. Pratt (L975) utilized a
one-$ray ANOVA with the posttest data to determine the imediate effects
of the treatment. When no significant differences rdere found, Pratt (1975)
decided to combine the two treatment groups into a single g,roup and utilize
one-tailed t tests to determine both the imsrediate and long-range effects
of the treatment. Doenges (1976) employed a UaNOva to determine
statistically significant differences between Ehe two g,rouPs, and the
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present study called for a MANCOVA initlally to determine whether
signlficant covariate effects existed ln the.pretest scores. When no
sLgnlfLcant covariaEe effects hrere found, a MANOVA was run on the Posttest
scores as in Doenges' (1976) study. Both Doenges (L976) and Pratt (1975)
did not account for whether or not the two groups started out differently.
They found dlfferences between the two groups at the conclusion of their
studies, but they had no way of knowing whether the two grouPs started out
differently. The present investigator provided a check to this question,
whereby both pretest and posttest measures of the teachersr behaviors were
taken. Classes were videotaped and coded aE the start of the study to
verify the direct behavior of the teacher toward the students they
identified as being disruptive. Table 4 justifies this direct teacher
behavior during the pretest period. Classes tere videotaped twice at the
conclusion of the treatment period to enhance the reliability and val-ldity
measures of the investlgation. Classes in Doengesr (1976) and Prattts
(L975) studies were observed and coded only at the conclusion of the
training period, and no assessment \ras made of the teacherst behaviors
prior to the treatment Period
Another point which distinguishes the presenE study from those it
expanded upon (Doenges, L976; Pratt, 1975) is in regard to the control
group. The invdstigator met with the students in the control grouP for the
same amount of time as with the students in the treatment group to control
for the Hawthorne effect. The control grouP did not receive instructlon in
any of t,he contingency management skills. This control that was undertaken
assured that any differences in the studentsr behaviors were due to the
contingency management skills and not due to any influences the investigaLor
had on the students.
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Another control for which the investigator provlded was in relation
to the reliabllity of Ehe coder l-n the use of DAC. One videotaped class
session of each of the four physical education teachers was randomly
selected by the lnvestigaEor and subjected to trvo independent coding
sessions through use of DAC. A Spearman rank-order correlation for the
two independent observations was determined by cornparing the toP 10 ceLl
concentrations (see Appendix F). A mean correlation of .985 enabled the
investigaEor to conclude that the coder was rel-iable.
A further area in which this study differed was in relation to the
grouping of subjects. Pratt (1975) used separate groups of teachers and
students to serve as the subjects in the treatment and control groups,
whereas, Doengest (L976) and the present study utilized students under the
same teacher within.both the treatment and control grouPs. Simply stated,
treatment and control groups of students were included under each of the
physical education teachers. In this way, control was dictated for the
possibility of certain teachers being naturally uore direct or indirect in
their behaviors than others. At the beginning of'the present study, alJ-
four physical education teachers behaved in a direct manner to$rard the
disorderly students (Table 4). However, during the posttest period, the
same teachers chan'ged positively toward the treatment students who received
instruction in the specific conting,ency managemeht skills but naintained
similar direct behavior toward those students who did not receive
instruction in Ehe specific contingency management skills (Table 5).
pratt (1975) made no accounting for the possibility that the teachers in
the treatment group were already naturally more indirect in their teaching
than the teachers in the control group.
z
Doenges (1976) improved on Prattrs (1975) study in terms of the number
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of students used. Doenges (1976) randomly selected slx students from each
of 10 dlfferent schools, a total of 60 students. Ihe sLx students that
were selected from each school were randomly dlvlded lnto the treatment and
control groups. The present study used four physical education teathers
and a total of 40 students. An equal amounE of sEudents were not selected
from each school as in Doengesr (1975) study. Pratt (1975) ranilomly
assigned 2L teachers to three groups of seven each. One group functioned
as the control group and received no treatment, with the remaining 14
teachers being randomly assigned to two different treatment groups of seven
each. The first treatment group consisted of seven student.s, one from
each teacher in that group and the second treatment grouP consisted of 35
studenrs, five from each teacher in that group. Pratt (1975) did this to
determlne lf five students from one class promoted more indirect teacher
behavior than one student from each clas's. Although Pratt (1975) used a
larger number of thachers (N=21), Doengesr (1976) study sti1l outweighed
Prattts (1975) since a larger number of students Lras used, and'these
students were randomly divided into treatment and control groups under
each of the 10 physical education teachers
Another unique aspect of the present study which sets it apart from
Doenges (1976) and- Pratt (1975) was the decision of the investigator to
include a pretest and posttest measure of'the studentsr self-concepts, with
the anticipation that the self-concepts of the students in the treatment
group would be positively affected by the instruction and practice in the
speclfic contingency managenent skills. The Martinek-Zaichkowsky Self-
Concept Scale (MZSCS) (Martinek & Zaichkowsky, 1977) was the measuring
instrument used to determine the studentsr self-concePE. The MZSCS has
been used as an effective measure of the childrs self-concePt by Martlnek
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(1976), Martinek and Johnson (L979), and Vlglione (L977). Since the MZSCS
measures areas of the self-concept in relaEion to characterlstics in
school, fanily relationships, and personallty traits, lt seems logical that
the studentst self-concepts would be favorably influenced because they were
encouraged Eo practice the skills with other teachers, friends, and fanily
members
An analysis of covarj.ance (ANCOVA) was performed on the total scores
l-
of the self-concept from the I,IZSCS to take into account and equalize any
pretest differences. This analysis found a slgnificant difference between
the treatment and control groups on the studentst total self-concept
scores when the pretest scores were taken into account (fable 6),
F(1, 37) = 5.352, ! < .05. A visuatr inspection of the mean scores and
standard deviations during the pretest and posttest periods provlded in
Table 7 does reveal a trend in the predicted direction in that the treatment
groupts mean scores were higher than the control groupts. This led to the
rejection of the second nu1l hypothesi.s which stated that there would be
no significant differences between the self-coneepts of the grouf of
students who received instruction in the eontingency nanagement skills and
the group of sEudents who dld not receive instruction in the contingency
management skills.
Univariate ANCOVAT s were also run on each of the five factors of the
self-concept, which found the scores of Factor 1, satisfactlon and
happiness, to be significantly different between..the two groups in favor of
the treatment group, F(l,37) = 6.589, p < .05 (Appendix G)- Thls is
because the teachers changed their previousLy negative behavior toward'the
students in the treatment group to more positive indirect behavior which
manifested itself in the form of praise, encouragement, acceptance of
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studentst ideas, feellngs, and actions, and questloning. In contrast'
Vlglione (L977) found the same factor, satisfaction and happiness, to
contribuEe only .O27" to the discriminant function analysis, while
behavLoral, personal, and social characteristics in school contributed
over 92%. This could possibly be the result of a high univariate
correlation between the two factors of satisfaction and happiness and
characteristics in sbhool. Also mentioned by Viglione (1977) was that
the factor satisfaction and happiness vlas the only variable in which the
group predicted to.score higher on the MZSCS (the child-decision-making
approach group) actually scored lower than their teacher-decisi.on-
naking approach grouP counterpart.
There are several factors to coniider in regard to'these contrary
findings. One important point that cannot be overlooked is, of course'
the fact that two entirely different programs were implement.ed to measure
effects on the childrenrs self-concepts. Martinek (1976) and Viglione
(L977) wanted to determine the effects of two different decision-naking
models of teaching physical education, one a teacher-decision-making
approach and the other a chil-d-decision-making approach, uPon the self-
concept of elementary age children. They found that the opportunity for
the children to Share in the decision-making process was beneficial to
their sel-f-concepEs. The present study aimed toward determining the
effects of learning. and practicing the'contingency management skills on
the child's self-concept. The physical education teacher was still
responsible for making the'decisions pertinent to class organization,
execution, and evaluation, but as a result of the children Practicing the
skilts with their physical education teacher in'the physical education
classroom, the teacher changed his/her behavior from a negative to a more
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positlve nature toward the chlldren. This posltlve change in teacher
behavior may have been what alded the children in becoming more satlsfied
and happier with themselves, since the literature revealed that teachers
have an important impact on the chlldr s self-concePt (Davidson & Lang,
L965; Havighurst et al., L965; Hughes, L964; Martinek & Zalchkowsky,1977;
Perkins, 1965; Purkey, 1970; Staines' 1965).
When the MZSCS was developed, principil axis method 1 was used
followed by the varimax rotation urethod of seven factors (Martinek &
Zaichkowsky, L977). The five out of the seven factors which were retained
accounted f.or 47.6% of the variance. It was found that Factor 1,
satisfaction and happiness, accounted for 24.6% of the variance. The
remaining four factors combined accounted for only 23% of. the variance.
To recapitulate, the scores of Factor 1, satisfaction and happiness, were
the only scores ln which the univariate ANCOVAT's found a statistically
significant difference between the two groups when the pretest scores were
accounted for (Appendix,G). In the factor analysis performed by Martinek
and Zaichkowsky (L977), Faitbr 1 was found to have the greatest amount of
variance. This means that Factor 1 was found to be the most imPortant or
outstanding part of the test when the MZSCS was developed. This ean be
considered a positive quality of the present study since this was the
factor in which a significant difference was found between the two grouPs.
Another possible reason for differences found is the experimental
designs of the two studies: Since Viglione (L977) did not administer the
MZSCS before the treatment period, he simply performed a MANOVA to
determine differences between the two groups. There was no way of knowing
whether the self-concepts of the t$Io groups were equivalent at the
beglnning. The experimental desLgn of the Present stuC'y necessitaEed the
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runnlng of an ANCOVA to equalize any pretest differences, since the
investlgator chose to measure the self-concept both before and after the
treatment peri-od, to be aware of where they started out.
The method of scoring the five factors of the self-concept from the
MZSCS in this study also differed from the method enployed by Viglione
(1977). Viglione (t977) decided to include only resr irems 1, 5, L2, L7,
and 24 in the scoring of fhe scale. Each of.these five items hras found to
have the highest factor loadings in the validation data provided by
Martlnek and Zaichkowsky (1977), and each was considered representative of
the five factors of the self-concept as measured by the MZSCS. The
present investigator included all of the respective items of the five
factors from the MZSCS in the method of scoring, however, no weightings
were considered relative to each factor
It was anticipated that the self-concepts of the students in the
treatment group would be positively affected by the- instruction and
practice in the contingency management skills. The students in the
treatment group, upon learning the skills and practicing them in the
physical education classroom, received positive and indirect behaviors
from their teachers which they.were'not used to experiencing. This-had a
positive effect on their self-concepts and also mede them more satisfied
and happier due to th6 differential treatment from their"teabhers.
Davidson and Lang (1965), Havighursr er al. (1965), Hughes (1964), Marrinek
and Zaichkowsky (L977), and Purkey (1970) ali emphasized rhe srrong
lnfluence that teachers within the environment of the school have on the
self-concept of students. Perkins (1965) and Sraines (1965) nored thar
teachers have the potential to change the child's self-concept. Many
teachers fall to realize this. The contention that freedom provided by
|
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the teacher to the student aids in the development of a healthy self-
concept found support in the wrltings of Canfield and We1ls (L976),
Martinek (L976), Purkey (1970), Vigllone (L977), and Yamamoto (L972)' To
recapitulare, Pratt (1975) stated that lndlrect teacher behaviors are
associated with positive student development. This is because the indirect
teacher behaviors of praise, encouragemenE, acceptance, and questioning
afford the student a feeling of freedom in responding. These behaviors
were evidenE in the teachers and students in the treatment grouP during the
posttest period in this study. The treatment group of students exhibited a
greater amount of positive initiated behavior and responses which required
extended thought and interpretation. This was beeause an environment of
less inhibition and greater freedom r^7as piovided to the student. Thus, the
students in the treatment group became less dependent on the teacher and
contributed more positive behaviors to the cl-assroom than did the students
ln the control grouP during the posttest perlod. Hence, not only are
indirect teacher behaviors associated *ith positive student behaviors, but
they are also associated with the devel6pnent of a healthy self-concept for
the student.
Surnmary
A IIANCOVA was.performed on the posttest scores of the 10 DAC variables
with the pretest scores as covariates. No significant covariate effects
were found so the pretest scores were disregarded, and a MANOVA was run on
the posttest scores. Significant differences were found between the two
groups, e(1, 4, 13.5) = .922, P < .05, which 1ed to the rejection of the
first null hyporhesis which stated that there would be no significant
differences between the group of students that received instruction in the
contingency management skills and the group of sEudents that did not receive
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lnstruction in the contingency runagement skllls on the direct behavior of
the physical education teachers. A dlscriminant function analysls and an
analysis of variance followed up the MANOVA. Teacher questioning, teacher
acceptance of studentsr ideas and actions, and teacher praise, all indirect
and positive teacher behaviors, contributed ovet 757. to the discrininant
functlon analysis (faU1e Z). Ihe ANOVA found significant differences on
8 of the 10 DAC variables at the .05 l-evel of significance (Table 3). The
only two varlables which did not,show a significant difference were teacher
information giving and silence/confusion. Teacher praise, teacher
acceptance, teacher questioning, and student interpretive response revealed
a significant difference in favor of the treatment grouP; and teacher
direction, teacher criticism, student predictable response, and student
initiated behavior revealed a significant difference in favor of the control
group.
Table 4 shows thbt the interaction patterns between the teachers and
students were similar in nature during the pretest period, dominated by
the direct Eeaching behaviors of direction and criticisu. This in turn
fostered narrow dependence of the student on the teacher, exhibited by the
predominance in the category of student predictable response. Table 5 shows
the behavioral differences which occurred during the posttest period. The
control group maintained similar Patterns, while the treatment group
changed substantially toward indirect teaiher behaviors in the form of
praise, acceptance, and questioning. This in turn elicited'interpretive
responses from the studenEs which required extended thought and some measure
of evaluation and synthesis. Also, the initiated behavior of the students
in the treaEment group during the posttest period was more on-task and
appropriate than that of the control group's initiated behavior, as
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evidenced by the positive ■ndirect eacher behavlors of pra■se and
acceptance rece■ved by the treat■ent group of students.
These results are consistent with the findings of Doenges (1976)and
Pratt (1975).  Doenges (1976) found thrOugh a MANOVA on the CAF■AS variables
that the teacher behavior did change to a more indirect manner of praising
and encouraging ■ore often, us■g student ideas and contr■butions, and
accepting the feelings of the pupils.  Pratt (1975) found,through one―tailed
t tests, that the teachers in the treatment groups exhibited a significantly
greater amount of indirect verbal and nonverba■ behavior than the teachers
in the control group dur■ng his post―test observation.
The present study differed from Doenges' (1976)and Pratt's (1975) in
that the present investigator did not assume that the teachers behaved in
a direct manner toward the disruptive students.  A pretest observational
measure was undertaken to provide for a check on the direct behavior of the
physical education teachers before thё treatment p riod began.  Doenges
(1976)and Pratt (1975)did nOt knOw whether the two groups behaved
differently from the beginn■ngo  Classes were v■deotaped tw■ce at the
conc■us■on of the present study to raise ■t  reliability and validity
measures.  Further, the investigator ot the present study spent time with
al■ students, although it was only the treatment group that rece■v d
instruction ■n the contingency management skills.  Thiご was carr■ed through
to assure that any differences in the results were due to the treatment
effects and not due to the fact that the investigator spent time with the
students.  The present study and Doenges' (1976) improved On Pratt's (1975)
by randomly dividing treatment and control students under each teacher.
Pratt (1975)used Separate groups Of teachers in his control and treatment
grOups, i.e。, he used a control group of seven teachers, a treatment group
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of seven teachers, and another treatment grouP of seven teachers. Pratt
(1975) found that the teachers in the treatment groups exhlbited a greater
proportlon of indirecE behavior than the control group of teachers, but he
had no way of knowing whether those treatment groups of teachers were
naturally more indirecE in their behavior than the control group of teachers.
An analysis of covariance (ANCoVA) was performed on the total scores
from the MZSCS which found a significant difference between the treatment
and control groups when the pretest differences were taken into account
(table 6), F(1,37) = 5.352, ! < "05. This l-ed to the rejection of the
second null hypothesis which stated that there would be no significant
differences between the self-concept scores of the two groups during the
posttest period. Univariate ANCOVATs were also run on each of the five
factors of the self-concept fron the IZSCS, which found a significant
difference between the two groups on the first factor, satisfaction and
happiness, when the pretest scores'\rere accounted for (Appendix G),
F(1, 37) = 6.589r p < .05. When'the.MZSCS was de'iieloped, this was the
factor found to be the most important because in the factor analysis it
had the highest factor loading, accounting for 24.6'l of the variance while
the remaining four factors combined accounted for only 237" of the variance.
A visual inspection of the mean scores during the posttest period (Table 7)
does reveal a trend in the predicted direction in that the scores of the
traatment group are higher than the control- groupts.
It is difficult to generalize and tompare the results of this study in
regards to the self-concept when.no other studies existed which measured the
self-concept in conjunction with a eontingency management skills program.
However, it is possible to speculate some of the reasons why differences
existed ln the results between studies. Viglione (1977) did not administei
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the MZSCS before he began his treatment, so he had no way of knowing the
nature of the childrenrs self-concepts from the start. This allowed him
to run a MANOVA on Eheir scores, leading to a significant difference
between the groups. The investigator of the present study adminlstered the
scale both before and after the treatment to account for any differences
ln their self-concepts from the beginning. This contributed to the
conviction that any irnprovement in the self-concePt across time was due
to the treatment. The experimental design of this study rnade it important
to take into account the pretest scores, which called for an ANCOVA to be
run to equalize any pretest differences. In the scoring, Viglione (1977)
incLuded only the five items which had the highest factor loadings to be
representative of each of the five factors. This investigator included
all of the items in the scoring.
As the teacherrs negative, direct behavior changed toward the students
in the treatment group to a more positive, indirect nature, the studentst
self-concepts were favorably inflirenced, perhaps because they felt they had
pleased their teachers. It seems logical that they would feel this way due
to the verbal and nonverbal praise, encouragement, acceptance, and
questioning they received from their. teachers which was something new to
them. Further, they must.have liked this new way of. being treated, as
evidenced by the significant difference between the Ewo groups in the first
factor, satisfaction and happiness, in favor of the treatment group.
This study has demonstrated that teachers must become aware of and
sensitive to the strong influence they nay have on their studentsr self-
concepts. Indirect teacher behavior does promote positive student
development, and not only in terms of that studentrs observable behavior, but
also, and perhaps more importantly, in terms of the studentrs hidden concept
of self.
|
Chapter 6
SIJMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AI.ID RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STT]DY
Suunary
It was the purpose of this study to determine if disruptive elementary.
age students who were taught specific contingency management skills could
alter thelr respective physical education teacherts "direct" behavior.
It was also the intent of this study to determine the effects of the
learning of the contingency management skj.lls on the disruPtive childts
self-coneept. A11 of the students chosen qlere identified as being
disruptive by their respective physical education teachers and had thelr
parentst consent to participate. A total of 40 elementary age students and
four physical education teachers from four schools in the Ithaca, New York,
area participated in the study. The students were randomly assigned, 20
in the treatment group and 20 in'the control- group. The students in the
treatment group received 8 hours of instruction in specific corrtingency
management skills from the i-nvestigator. The students in the control group
participated in simple indoor games and craft activities with the
lnvestigator for 8 hours to conrrol for the Hawthorne effect.
Data were collected before and after the experiment through use of
the Dyadic Adaptation of CAFIAS to assess teacher-student interaction and
through use of the Martinek-Zaichkowsky Self-Concept Scale to measure the
studentst self-concepts. A multivariate analysis of covariance was run on
the posttest scores of the 10 DAC variables with the Pretest scores as
coyariates. Since no significant covariate effects were found, the Pretest
scores were disregarded, and a multivariate analysis of variance was used
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to determine significant differences in teaching behaviors between the
treatment and control groups. This analysis found significant differences
between the two grouPs whlch l-ed to the rejectlon of the flrst null
hypothesis that there would be no signlficant differences on Ehe direct
behavior of the physical education teachers between the group of students
who received instruction in the specific contingency manageurent skills and
the group of students who did noE receive instruction in the specific
contingency manag,ement' skills.
A discriminanE function analysis revealed that teacher questioning,
teacher acceptance of studentsr ideas, feelings, and actions, and teacher
praise contributed over 757" to between groups differences. An analysis of
variance showed significant differences- on 8 of the 10 DAC variables at the
"05 1evel of significance, with teacher praise, teacher acceptance' teacher
guestioning, studentrs interpretive reslonse showing a significant
difference in favor of the treatment grouP, teacher direction, teacher -
criticism, sEudent predictable response, and student initiated behavior
showing a significant difference in favor of the control grouP
An analysis of covariance was perforried on the studentst total- self-
concept scores fron the MZSCS. This analysis found a significant
difference between the treatment and control grouPs when the pretest scores
were taken into account. This led to the rejection of the second null
hypothesis which stated that no significant differences would exist between
the self-concept scores of the treatment and control groups. Univariate
ANCOVA'S were run on each of the five factors of the self-concePt fron the
MZSCS. This analysis found a significant difference on the first factor,
satisfaction and happiness, in favor of the treatment grouP when the
pretest scores were accounted for.
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Conclusions
The results of this study yielded the following concluslons regarding
the sample of second, third, and fourth graders and thetr physical
educatlon teachers in the lthaca, New York area:
1. Teaching students who were identified as being disruptlve by
thelr respective physical education teachers in speciflc contingency
menagement skills rilas successful in altering physical education teacherst
direct behavior Eo more indirect behavior.
2. The students pleased their teachers as they Practiced the
contingency management skills, which was evidenced by the indirect behavior
which emerged in the teachers in the form of praise, acceptance, and
questioning.
3. The students in the treatment group became more indep.endent,
initlated more positive behaviors, and responded with more interpretation
due to their tedchers treatin! them more indirectly.
4. The self-concepts of the stud'ents were favorably influenced
through learning and practicing the contingency management skills.
5. The children in the treaEment group scored significantly higher
than the control- grouP on FacEor I from the MZSCS, saEisfaction and
happiness.
Recomnendations for Further Study
1. Conduct a similar study comparing different grades at the
elementary level Eo deEermine at whaE age level applying the specific
contingency managemenE skiIls is most effective.
2. Further replication of the present study could be undertaken at
the Junior or senior high level.
3. Determine the long-range effects of the instruction of speciflc
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contingency management skllls by examinlng boEh teacher behavior and the
studenE self-concePt one to two months after instruction.
4. Sorne children behave dlfferently ln dlfferent settlngs, i.e.,
art, music, physlcbl education. Compare the behavior of dlfferent teachers
of different subjects or dlscover if there are certain subjects in school
an individual child is more disruptive in- than others.
5. Compare the self-concepts of boys and girls in conjunction with
a contingency management skills program.
6. A similar investigation i.n the coaching setting could be
implenented in regard to ttproblem athletes" and their self-concePts.
7. Investigate the self-concepts of teachers who are more direct in
their teaching with those of teachers who are more indirect in their
teaching.
8. A further replication of the presenE study could be underEaken
comparing the selfl.concepts of minority students from a low socioeconomic
level with that of students from a middle to uPPer 
"o"io""orromic level
and then determine which group is; more effective in altering direct teacher
behavior.
g. Through use of the MZSCS or anotherlself-concept instrument,
test a program to determine whether students.who have been identified as
low in a specific factor of the self=concdpt can in fact improve in that
area.
10. Conduct a similar study utilizing a third grouP of students who
would have no contact with the "investigator, to assure that any improvement
was due to the treatment and not just to the fac.t that the investigator was
spending time with the students.
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Appendix B
PAREM CONSENT FORM
Dear Parent:
Frou time to time you are called upon by Cornell Universit.y, Ithaca
Co11ege, or some other agency interested in the education of young people,
to participate cooperatively in research activity involving students
attending the Tthaca Schools. In keeping with your Board of Education
policy only those students whose parents or guardians have given permission
wiLl be allowed to participate in such projects.
Your child, , is being considered for
Participation in a research project being conducted by Gretchen Lynn Dev1in,
a graduate student in physical education it Ithaca College. Instruction
w111 be given in social pracEice skil-ls and they will be administered a
self-concept scaLe before and after the instruction. Your child will be
encouraged to apply these skills i,n the physical education classroom, on
other teachers, friends, and at home. A11 nanes will be kept strictly
confidential.
If for some reason you do not want your child to participate in this
98
study please notify me or the school principal vrithin one week of
of this letter. If you have any further questions concerning the
thls study, do not hesitate to contact me. Your approval will be
appreciated.
receipt
scope of
deeply
Researcher- Ithaca College
Graduate School
Principal
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Appendix C
INFORMED CONSENT FORM
The study you are being asked to participate in dea■ s with the
se■f―concept of "disruptive" elementary schoo■ children before and after
instruction ■n soc■al practice skil■s.  Data w■1l be collected through
their scores on the Martinek―Zaichowsky Self―Concept Scale, which
is used to measure the ■ntell ctual, behav■oral, soc■l, emotional, and
Phys■cal components of a child's self―concept, grades one through eight,
and through v■deotaping procedures of your phys■ cal education classes,
OnCe at the beginning of the study and once at the end.  The videotaping
should interfere as little as possible with your teachingo  You wil■ be
asked to wear a m■crophone dur■ng these taping sess■ons.  The v■d otapes
will be subjected to a widely used interaction analysis system.  This
■nteraction ana■ys■s system cons■sts of 20 categor■ es designed to descr■bё
the verbal and nonverbal behav■ors which occur between teachers and
learners.
All names and information in this study will be kepti cOnfidential.
If you do not have any questions and agree to take part in this study,
please sign your name ■n the sPace prov■d db´elow.
NAME
Physical Education Teacher
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CO}ITINGENCY MANAGEMENT. SKILLS2
The following behavioral ski1ls and common courtesy practices tere
introduced and practiced:
1. Attentive Posture - The student sits or stands in a relaxed buE
alert posture facing the teacher.
2. Eye Contact - The student looks at.the teacher frequently. For
example, when the teacher is talking the student makes frequent eye contact
with the teacher in a natural manner.
3. Head Nod - An up and down movement of the head, indicating that
the student is directing his attention to the teacher and expressing
interest or approval.
4. Smiling - The student smiles when appropriate to show accepLance
and approval of the teacher.
5" Perception Check - The student verbally checks out his
interpretation of the teacherts message with the teacher by asking for
clarification.
6. Verbal Compliment - The student compliments the teacher on
desirable behaviors and qualities. For example, a student may tel1 his
teacher that'he likes the teacherts new sport coat, or what he likes about
a certain class.
7. Offer Assistance 
- 
The student offers to help or assist the
teacher in carrying out certain tasks, such as washing the chalkboard or
carrying a novie project.or.
2cit"d from Prarr (1975).
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Appendix E
DETAILS OF TEACHING SEQUENCE WITH LESSON PI.A.N OUTLINE (8) HOURS
Details of Teaching Sequence
For the 8-week instructional period, the 20 students in the
treatment group met wiEh the investigator on a small group basis in a
room separate from the regular classroom during a regularly scheduled
period for 30 minutes, tr"rice per week. They.were taught how to identify
indirect teacher behavior and practiced the proper usage of the conti.ngency
management skills to produce and reinforce this type of behavior from
their teachers. Each skill was defined by the investigator and situations
were discussed regarding the appropriate tine and place to apply each
skill. A brief role-playing demonstration followed which was videotaped.
Next, students reviewed the demonstration and feedback was given to the
students concerning their effectiveness in performing each skil1. The
beginning of each lesson was devoted to reviewing the skill or skill-s
learned from the previous lesson. After each skil1 was acquired, the
students ,.r. 
"r"ouraged to apply them in the physical education
classroom, on other teaehers, friends, and famlly members.
Lesson Plan Outlines
Lesson One
The first lesson was devoted primarily to a disc'ussion concerning the
value of the program and the benefits that the students could derive from
Participating in it. Its main objective was to motivate the students and
aid them in looking forward to what would be ensuing for the next 8
weeks. A discussion also took place regarding their physical education
classes, their likes and disfikes within this class, and their relatlonship
with their physical education teacher. The students were al-so introduced
LO2
Appendix E (continued)
to the videotape equipment by gaining practice with operatlng the camera
and then watching themselves on the TV.
Lesson Two
Ihe skills, attentive posture and eye contact, from Pratt (1975) were
defined and demonstrated by the investigator. This was fol-l-owed by a
brief role-playing,videotaped demonstration 
.in which both the students and
the investigator took part. As the students reviewed the demonstration on
the TV, they were given feedback regarding the effectiveness of their
performance in the execution of each skill. The students were encouraged
to apply the skill-s, attentive Posture and eye contact, in the physical
education cLas.sroom, on other teachers, friends, and fanily members.
Lesson Three
The skills, attentive posture and eye contact, were reviewd. This
consi.sted of a brief role-playing demonstration which was videotaped and
then viewed by the students. The skill, head nod, was then introduced,
which consisted of a clear, concise explanation and demonstration by the
investigator. The students thdn practiced.'the skilI for 5 minutes during
which time they were videotaped. Following this practice, the tape was
played back and viewed by the stud'ents. The students were videotaped again
while practicing the first three skilIs, attentiv'e posture, eye contact,
and head nod, harmoniously; The students were instructed to use them in
the physical education classroom, the regular classroom, throughout the
school day and when they went home.
Lesson Four
The lesson started out with a review session rvhich consisted of an
emphasls on the skil1, head nod, in conjunction with attentive posture and
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eye contact. This review entailed a vldeotaped role-playing demonstration
in which the students and the lnvestigator partlcipated. Next, the skill of
sniling was presented. The students practlced this skil1 during a
videotaped role-playing demonstration. The tape was played back and then
viewed by the students. Another role-playing demonstration followed which
involved an implementation of the first four.skllls learned, i.e., attentive
posture, eye contact, head nod, and srniling. This was pLayed back and
viewed by the students. Strong and weak points were brought into perspective
at this time. The students were encouraged to practice the aforementioned
skills with anyone that they encountered during the week, e.8., their
parents, brothers or sisters, teachers, friends, nurses, janitors,
librarians, bus drivers, seireEaries, cafeteria workers, etc.
Lesson Five
The first four skills, attentive posture, eye contact, head nod, and
smiling, were all reviewed, although the skill of smiling was rnai-nly
stressed" This review session involved the normal procedure of a videotaped
role-playing demonstrati-on which was played back and reviewed by the
students. Next, the investigator clearly and concisely defined the skill,
perceotion check, to the students. Examples of situations were presented
to the children so that they were aware of the proper tine and place to
execute this skil1. A videotaped role-playing demonstration followed vhich
was played back and viewed by the students. Inappropriate and appropriate
points were then discussed regardiiig thG type of questions they asked and
the manner in which they asked Ehem.
Lesson Six
The skills, attentive posture, eye contact, head nod, smiling, a::.d
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perception check, were reviewed. The skill, PercePtlon check, was
emphasized during this particular review, although the students were
encouraged to perform all five. The review session conslsted of a role-
playing demonstration which was videotaped and then viewed by the students.
The skill, verbal compliment, was then introduced through examples given
by the investigaEor. The children were encouraged to compliment each
other when they deserved it and to show their appreciation to their
teachers through polite words without interrupting. This discussion l-ed to
a role-playing presentation by the students which was videotaped and then
viewed by the students. Then, all of the previous ski1ls that had been
learned were practiced in conjunction hrith the newly acquired skiIl, verbal
compliment. The children sTere encouraged to apply these skills with their
physical- education teachers, classroom teachers, friends, family members,
and other members of the school staff.
Lesson 
-Sevdn
This lesson starEed out with a refining of the skills previously
Learned, attentive posture' eye contact, head nod, smiling, perception
check, with an emphasis on the most newly acquired skill, verbal compliment.
A role-playing videbtaped demonstration incorporated all of the above skills
into a review session. The seventh and final skill, offering he1p, was
introduced to the students. They were given exampleb of situations during
physical education class in which to effectively inplement this ski1l.
They were also advised as to the proper time and manner ln which to offer
help to their teachers. This skill was then practiced for 5 minutes by
the students during which time they were videotaped. Following this
practice, the tape was played back and viewed by Ehe students. The students
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were videotaped again while practicing all seven skllls in harmony with
each other.
Lesson Eight
The final lesson was devoted to a refinement and development of all
seven skills previ.ously presented. The students were encouraged to
perform all seven skills during a videotaped. role-playing demonstration.
Following this practice, the tape was played back and viewed by the
students. This sequerfce of events continued until it was evident to the
investigator that each student knew the proper time, place, and manner Eo
effectively implement each skill in his/her physical education classroom.
The students were urged to practice all seven skills with their physical
education teachers in the ensuing week. Th'ey were also encouraged to
practice the skills throughout the school day when they encountered
their friends, other teachers, brothers or sisters, and their parents
when they went home.
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Appendix F
CODER'S RELIABILITY  FOR SELECTED SUB」ECTS USING SPEARMAN'S
Teacher l彙
rヽ
Top 10 Cells
Rank
0bservation
One
Rank
0bservation
Two
?
?
?
?
?
6-8ヽ
6-8
8ヽ-3
8ヽ-8ヽ
5-6
8-6
3-6
8…3
3-8ヽ
3-5
1
2
3
4
5
6
7.5
7.5
9
10
2
■
3
4
5
6
7
8.5
8.5
10
■。00
1。00
。00
。00
。00
。00
.50
1。00
。50
。00
1.00
1.00
。00
。00
.00
.00
。25
1.00
.25
。00
Total 3.50
士
二s
Top
Rank
= .978
10 ce11s listed refer to the order of coderts numerical frequency.
observation one and observation two refer to the origin of the
cod ing.
d refers to the differences between the ranks of each cel* for
observation one and observation two.
-2d- refers to the d column squared.
」
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CODER'S RELIABILIIIY  FOR SELECTED SUB」ECTS USING SPEARMAN'S
Teacher 2大
、??
?
?
Top 10 Ce1ls
Rank
Observation
One
Rank
0bservation
Two
?
?
?
?
?
8ヽ-3
8ヽ-10
10-8ヽ
6-8ヽ
9-3
4-8ヽ
5-8ヽ
8、…2
6-8
3-5
1
2.5
2.5
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
1
2
3
4
5。5
5.5
7
9
8
■0
.00
.50
。50
。00
.50
.50
。00
■.00
■.00
。00
.00
.25
。25
。00
.25
。25
。00
1.00
■.00
。00
Total 3.00
*
r =.981.
-s
Top 10 cells listed refet to the order of coderrs numerical frequency.
Rank observation one and observation two refer to the origin of the
coding.
d refers to the differences between the ranks of each cell for
observation one and observation two.
,d- refers to the d column squared.
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FOR SELECTED SUB」ECTS
Teacher 3大
usrNc SPEARI,IAN's I=
Top 10 Cells
Rank
Observation
One
Rank
Observation
Tt^ro
d2??
6-8
8ヽ-3
4-8ヽ
6-8ヽ
9…7
8ヽ-5
3-6
9-3
5-6
5-8ヽ
1
2
3.5
3.5
5
6
7
8
9
10
。00
.00
.50
.50
。00
。00
。00
。00
1.00
■.00
.00
.00
.25
。25
。00
。00
。00
。00
1。00
1。00
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
10
9
Total 2.50
*
r = "984.
-s
Top 10 ce1ls listed refer to the order bf coder's ntrmerical frequency.
Rank observation one and observation two refer to the origin of the
coding.
d refers to the differences betweeri the ranks of each cell for
observation one and observation two.
)d- refers to the d column squared.
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FOR SELECTED SUB」ECTS USING
*Teacher 4
PEARMAN'S r
‐
Top 10'Cells
Rank
Observat ion
One
Rank
Observation
T\vo
d2??
6-8
8ヽ-2
6-8ヽ
8-6
2-8
8ヽ-8ヽ
2-6
5-8ヽ
8ヽ-3
2-9
1
2
3
4
5
6
7.5
7.5
9
10
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
。00
.00
。00
.00
。00
。00
.50
.50
。00
.00
。00
。00
。00
.00
.00
。00
.25
。25
。00
。00
Total .50
* r = .996.
_S
Top 10 cells listed refer to the order of coderts numerical frequency.
Rank observation. one and observation two refer to the origin of the
coding.
d refers to the differences between the ranks of each cell for
observation one and observation t!io.
-2d- refers to the d column sguared.
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Appendix G
UNIVARIATE ANCOVA'S FOR THE FIVE FACTORS OF THE SELF―CONCEPT
Source SS df MS ??
Between Groups
Covariate (Pretest Factor
Error
Between Groups
Covariate (Pretest Factor
Error
Between Groups
Covariatd (Pretest Factor
Error
Between Groups
Covariate (Pretest Factor 4)
Error
Between Groups
Covariate (Pretest Factor 5)
Error
1)
2)
3)
4。614
84。386
25。913
3.090
62。347
4■。402
2。329
84.272
31.928
.763
53.384
20。565
2.753
121.534
47.015
■
1
37
1
1
37
4。614
84。386
.700
3.090
62.347
■.1■9
2.329
84。272
.863
.763
53.384
.556
2.753
121.534
1。271
6.589*
Lzo.4gL*
2.762
彙
55。718
2.699
*
97 .660
1。372
彙96.048
2.L67
*95.64s
????
??
1
1
37
?
??
??
.05.
士
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